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It is none but the greatest Bengali of the past thousand years, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, who liberated us from the clutches of subjugation and subservient life. Following his clarion call, the Bengali nation fought for nine long months with bravery and made supreme sacrifices for independence.

But the defeated forces of the liberation war of 1971 could not accept the independence. They resorted to all-out conspiracies since the birth of this heroic nation so that it turns out to be an ineffective and failed state and thus deprive people of enjoying the freedom.

Their conspiracies did not pause for even a minute and they were out to destroy all the achievements of the war of liberation, destroy the spirit of the liberation war and seize the democratic and constitutional rights of the people. That is why the BNP-Jamaat clique assassinated the Father of the Nation and his whole family on 15th August of 1975. In a sequel, four senior national leaders were assassinated inside the prison and thousands and thousands of pro-liberation war progressive people were killed. Bangladesh was thrown into a dark age of modern times.

Against this backdrop, daughter of the Father of the Nation, Deshripta Sheikh Hasina took the responsibility to get back their well-deserved rights. It is her brave and creative leadership that made it possible for the Bengali nation to turn around and engage in the struggle for establishing their rights. However, the conspiracy continued and one after another assassination attempts were made to kill Jananatri Sheikh Hasina so that a vacuum is created in the leadership of the progressive democratic forces. But blessed by the Almighty Allah and endless love and affection of millions of people, she still leads the struggle to resist the evil forces.

The evil force of the BNP-Jamaat clique wants to turn Bangladesh into a Pakistani-minded state through proliferation of fanatic militarily fundamentalist groups. As part of its blueprint, BNP-Jamaat alliance grabbed power through election engineering in 2001 and resorted to widespread killings of hundreds of elected representatives, judges, writers, professors, lawyers, women, journalists, teachers, businessmen and children, among others. During this period, around 35,000 people were killed as part of a blueprint masterminded by Tareq Zia from his parallel centre of power Howo Bhaban office. Former Finance Minister Shah AMS Kibria; women leader Ivy Rahman, former Member of Parliament Ahsan Ullah Master, former Member of Parliament Motiul Fokir; former Member of Parliament Manjurul Imam, writer Professor Humayun Azad, teacher Gopali Krishna Muhuri, journalist Humayun Kabir Bala; journalist Manik Shaha, district Judge Sohel Ahmed, district Judge Jagannath Pare, student of BUET Sabesan Nahar Sony, school student Mahima, Nawshin and thousands of other names still bring tears in the eyes of millions. It was like a procession of the deceased.

Those who lost their near and dear ones, their tears could not satiate the
thirst of blood of those evil forces but the sky and wind of Bangladesh became heavier every day and the sacrifice of people continue to take heavy toll. People belonging to various religious minority groups including the Hindus faced the severest brunt of torture.

Everyday, the scenario was quite horrific than the day before with the wind carrying the smell of gunpowder, festival of bomb blasts, procession of dead bodies and safe haven of fanatic militants – this was Bangladesh.

Under such unbearable circumstances, utterly distressed people were looking for a minimum protection. Spirited by the war of liberation, Grand Alliance of Awami League led by Jananetri Sheikh Hasina was mandated with a landslide victory for building a prosperous and modern country based on secular values. As promised in the election manifesto, Jananetri Sheikh Hasina initiated the trial of war crimes so that the country is freed from the black spot.

But the same BNP-Jamaat clique started opposing the trial from the very beginning. Not only opposition to the trial process, they resorted to widespread violence and gruesome carnage across the country. The pattern of violence spoke for itself clearly indicating that the BNP-Jamaat clique declared war against the people of Bangladesh.

The BNP-Jamaat racketeer and their hired goons have killed women, children, bankers, engineers, rickshaw-pullers, CNG-run three-wheeler drivers, bus-truck-covered-van drivers, bus passengers, policemen, and innocent civilians fall prey to their wrath and many of them were burnt to death. Office establishments, government and private offices and institutions, financial institutions, school-colleges, Shahid Minar, mosques-temples and pagodas were also set ablaze. To in order to disrupt nationwide transport communication, they uprooted rail lines, set fire on trains and launches, damaged the roads and bridges, and cut down thousands of valuable trees.

With a clear aim to destabilize communal harmony, one after another attacks were made on Hindu and Buddhist community setting fire at their homes and looting their wealth.

The whole nation was absolutely stunned to witness the severest extent of planned violence and inhuman barbaric acts by the BNP-Jamaat clique which was aimed at making Bangladesh an ineffective and failed state.

To protect the independence and sovereignty and to protect the lives and resources of the people, this evil force must be resisted. Let’s all join hands and come forward to get united against the evil force of BNP-Jamaat alliance.

This publication is aimed at portraying barbaric violence by the BNP-Jamaat clique. The barbarism by BNP-Jamaat alliance has been divided and displayed under nine subject-based chapters herein. In addition, news published in different national newspapers are also presented.

We hope, this publication will be able to satiate the demand of history as a well-researched documentary on BNP-Jamaat alliance’s inhuman barbaric acts and sharpen the spirit of struggle against the evil forces.
"Please don’t tell Maafia anything. Better tell her that I am doing well. If she sees me in this situation, she will just die," this is what severely burnt 22-year old Robin Munshi was telling his brother-in-law Rezaul while he was suffering from pain-stricken burn injuries at the ICU of the hospital. Just an hour later, Rezaul was crying loudly: "Who would now look after my sister? Robin could not even see the face of his child!"

Rezaul’s mother Aklima was sitting next to him and she was speechless as she knew her son-in-law was no more. Her daughter Maafia was pregnant and at home in the rural village waiting for her child to be born. But the child became orphan even before was born.

Robin Munshi hailed from Shibchar in Madaripur district. He used to work in a ready-made garment factory in Savar. He went to his village to see his wife who was pregnant and on the fifth month. Along with his cousin Nahid, Robin went to buy some warm clothes for his wife so that she could use those during the bitter winter. As he was travelling from Gulistan to Farmgate, terrorists of BNP-Jamaat alliance spread petrol and set fire to the bus he was travelling.

Robin and his cousin Nahid were severely burnt along with 19 other people. Nahid died on the day from burn injuries while Robin followed him after 17 hours of painful struggle at the hospital bed.

There are incidents of hundreds of other arson attacks and uncountable miseries with untold sufferings. BNP-Jamaat alliance was furious and women, children, banker, engineer, rickshaw-puller, CNG-run three-wheeler drivers, bus-truck-covered-van drivers, bus passengers, policemen and innocent civilians fall prey to their wrath and many of them were burnt to death. Their wrath did not even spare the livestock.

This is exactly how the country burnt in flame and innocent civilians paid the highest cost for BNP-Jamaat’s greed and vengeance. For months, the hospitals treating the burn injured people have witnessed cry and sufferings of hundreds of people. Burn unit of the Dhaka Medical College has witnessed procession of burnt people.

Why such inhuman barbarism? Why such brutality?

This is only because the BNP-Jamaat evil alliance has been desperate to take revenge of their defeat in the war of liberation. They wanted to resist the birth of Bangladesh at any cost. That is why they want to take revenge of their defeat in 1971 and foil the trial of war crimes by declaring a new war against the people of Bangladesh.
the body of brother burnt in petrol bomb. May the dear face get back its natural beauty no more. The tear full Sumi is trying to reduce the agony of the burnt brother with the air of fan at Burn Unit.
Leguna driver Md. Mitul burnt in Petrol bombing of BNP-Jamaat while he was driving from Oxygen More to Gate No 2 of Chittagong city at night on 6 January 2014.
January 2014. Fruit-seller Farid Mia, fire-burnt at arsenal of BNP Jamaat, died at Dhaka Medical College. His son Liton full of tears while coming to take father’s dead body from DMCH morgue.
The general people victims of the petrol bomb by the BNP-Jamat terrorist were in life-in-death condition in unbearable agony at Burn Unit of Dhaka Medical College. The relative of a burnt faced victim is trying to put the liquid food on his mouth.
The terrorists of BNP scarred the face of Riad throwing petrol bomb on him. The terrorists blazed the bus throwing petrol bomb in a passers bus in front of children park in the capital. The mother of Riad burst into tears at Burn Unit of Dhaka Medical College Hospital.
Shirin never wanted such 'leisure' of husband

Traffic constable Faizul Islam (38) used to spend untiring labor daily to give the city dwellers a relief from sufferings of traffic jam. On last 24 December on end of his official duties, he boarded a bus requisitioned by the police halted the capital's Banglamotor intersection but he could make no return to home. Parched with petrol bomb, his address now became the DMCH burn unit. The terrorists hurled the police bus at around 11 pm after six and half an hour of end of BNP-Jammat led blockade leaving another traffic constable Ferdousy Khalil (42) dead and Faizul and bus driver Bayezid Khan (20) seriously fire-injured.
The Prime Minister's leader Sheik Hasina went on to Burn Unit to stand beside the agonized innocent people.
None got escape. All were burnt in the fire of BNP-Jamat.
Truck driver Mehedi Hasan severely burnt in petrol bombing of BNP-Jamat in the area of Harishova of Faridpur on 30 November of 2013 was admitted at Burn Unit of Dhaka Medical. Mehedi of 28 years youth died fighting with death.
The poor Khabir maintain his family selling vegetables in footpath of Rayebagh of Jalalpur. He also is victim of the violent politics of BNP-Jamat. Beside Khabir, under treatment at Burn Unit sleeping his affectionate daughter.
Even the weaker animals did not escape from the fire terrorism of BNP-Jamayat. The culprits attacked petrol bombing in cattle loaded truck on 24 December at Foudar Hotel Sitakunda at Dhaka-Chittagong Highway.
Fath child Lal Miah injured in Cocktail explosion. What is crime?

Sumaya Akter was going to appear at the examination with her mother. Culprits threw Cocktail on them. The child got severe injury in her head.

Belal was injured in way to school on 3 December, 2013. The mother of Belal beside him at Chittagong Medical College Hospital.
The heart shaken seeing the image, real scene was more dreadful. Another innocent victim of petrol bombing of BNP-Jamat wholly burnt youngster Monir Hossain. His dumb father has been sitting beside him putting his hand in his forehead. At last Monir died while fighting with death. What is solace of this father losing his son.
Nursing of fire-burnt patients by relatives of DMCH burnt unit.
This is the hand of a man. Face is more ugly looking. The terrorists of BNP-Jamat have blazed with fire. His offence is that he went to Kuntail center of Gabindaganj Upazilla for compliance of voting as a presiding officer in the election of 10th National assembly on 5th January last. Lecturer Syed Islam of Gabindaganj Women's College of Gobandha having blazed with petrol bomb is lying in such a way at the bed of Shahid Ziaur Rahman Medical College Hospital Bogra.
BNP-Jamal group conducted a brutal incident of huge bombing and fire setting hindering the tenth National Parliament Election over the country. On last 3 January their terrorist blazed a bus throwing petrol bomb in a passenger bus at Parlboag in the capital. Severely injured bus driver Bakul Miah (left) and passenger fruit trader Farid Miah (on right) were admitted to Burn Unit of Dhaka Medical.
The wife is cleaning the wound of face. 29 November 2013, the terrorists of 18-alliance party under the leadership of BNP burnt passenger bus in front of children park of the capital. This unfortunate passenger was severely burnt with fire.
Computer scientist Sajib Wajed Joy, the son of the Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, went to Burn Unit of Dhaka Medical College on 12 November last to stand beside ailing people blasted with petrol bomb. He was so regretted and astonished at the furious scene of pain and cruelty of people. He took whereabouts of the wounded and provided financial support.
The son of the Prime Minister Computer Scientist Sajib Wajed Joy is hearing diabolical attack from a blazed person made upon him in the Burn unit on 12 November last.
Only the crying is the companion of the last life of this old mother. The young son Wahidur Rahman Babu is seen in the inset. Dhaka College Student Babu has lost his life after remaining 6 days in between life and death in the Burn Unit of Dhaka Medical College.
Samed Ali took out with his CNG auto-rickshaw in search of livelihood after meeting repeated requests of his son, but never to return. On 26 November, 2013 Samed's body burnt with fire set by BNP-Jamaat alliance. Fire left some parts of face black. He is wearing, bandage on hands and face. Pain-stricken father is being looked at with a steadfast gaze by the four-year child Arif Mia.
Procession of burnt patients at DMCH burn unit
BNP-Jamaat circle wanted to unleash the reign of terror across the country. They have carried out indiscriminate bombing in name of movement though in the face of resistance by law-enforcing agencies, the terrorist have had to flee even after hurling bombs anywhere and everywhere. In the capital, the small Lima while playing with an unexploded bomb taking it for a ball lost all her fingers and has sustained injury in left hand and stomach, too. Tears mother beside sleeping daughter in National Institute of Traumatology and Rehabilitation Center.
1 December, 2013, a bus passenger in DMCH burn unit being injured on day of blockade by BNP-Jamot alliance.
DMCH burn unit became jam-packed with helpless and pain-stricken people falling victims to BNP-Jaamat’s bombing and fire-violence. These news by dailies on pain and grief of people moved people across the country to sympathy.
Terrorists of 18 party alliance set 3 passenger buses to fire at Mawa under Munshiganj on Dhaka-Mawa highway leaving the bus's helper Alamgir Hossain seriously burnt who was brought to DMCH burn unit for treatment.
6 December, 2013, on Friday night, an old woman named Jahanara Khatun while being at the area close to Shyampur WASA gate under the capital’s Kodomtoli P.S by a CNG became seriously injured at picket’s petrol bomb and admitted to DMCH burn unit.
Little children Farhad and Mirm never saw their father in such an awful appearance, nor they thought they would ever have to. 11 Nov 2013, during hartal at Mymensingh, BNP terrorists set fire to a microbus leaving driver Harunur Rashid deadly injured. He was admitted in DMCH burnt unit.
29 November 2013. The BNP terrorists set fire to a passenger bus by hurling petrol bombs at Shahbagh leaving 19 passengers seriously injured of whom a youth named Nahid Morol died in the unit on that very night.
The arrival of the agonized people at Burn Unit of Dhaka Medical College Hospital being the victims of fire terror of BNP-Jamait in the last year was the regular scenes.
Beloved one has got burnt at fire set by BNP-Jamaat terrorists who is being made to drink by relatives. On 28 November, 2013 he got burnt at fire of BNP-Jamaat miscreants to a passenger train on 28 November, 2013.
"Utter words, my son"

Sightless mother’s last touch of affection to son lying in coffin, Mojammel Huq, a driver got seriously burnt with fire set to Laguna by terrorist on 25 November, 2013 and died 4 days later. Coming to bid the last farewell to son, mother Piara Begum broke in wailing and said "Utter words, my son."
Khorshed Alam was earning bread with the auto rickshaw bought with loan. 6 December 2013, BNP terrorists set fire to and burnt his auto rickshaw. Two daughters broke in tears after coming to nurse their father in CMC.
Mother’s wailing wrapping her burnt son. Driver Mujibur Rahman got seriously wounded on fire set to his truck on 10 December 2013 and was admitted to DMCH burn unit.
This bus used to earn bread for Aider Hussain. Like everyday, he was preparing to drive the vehicle to Gabtoli from Fakrerpur. But everything changed in the twinkling of any eye. BNP-Jamaat terrorists attacked terminals and set fire to this vehicle thus making his means of bread uncertain. He burst into tears to see the bus burning before his very eyes.
How shall I sit for exam?

21 November, 2013. 10 years aged child Tofazzal’s two hands got seriously injured on explosion of cocktail lying inside dustbin at the capital’s Tejgaon whose three of right hand fingers were later cut off at hospital for the invalid. To Tofazzal, anxiety over final exam coming up on 30 November has got the priority over this pain. Tofazzal, a 3rd grader of Shaheenbagh Civil Aviation High School wall s on and seeks to known from mother Farida Begum how he can manage to sit for coming final exam.
Being out in a hunt for livelihood, truck-driver Shaheen Hossain became victim of fire set by BNP-Jamaat terrorists leaving 70 percent of his body burnt. On night of 21 December, 2013, on way to Kurnia from Naogaon with raw-goods, he along with Majedul was burnt at Bhalaghati area under Sraganj by blackader’s petrol bombs. The photograph shows Shahnin groaning in pain.
In the backdrop of consecutive hatal-blockade by BNP-Jamaat, fires set to vehicles have left passengers and drivers burnt one after another most of whom live from hand to mouth. Some of them are losing life and the rest are crying aloud in unbearable pain. Yasin, such an ill-taled truck-driver got his mouth burnt by fire of pickets in Sitakunda. Mother is seen crying on and nursing her son with endless affection in CMCH.
innocent child giving touch of affection to burnt father lying on the hospital bed. On December 2 during Dhaka blockade, Shafikul was burnt when BNP-Jamaat cadres set fire to a passenger bus at the capital's Shahbagh in which he was a passenger.
Agony, burn burn unit of Dhaka Medical, November 2013 | matuyalle a passenger bus in the capital, BNP - when a fire burned the church to the terrorists eight common man.
2013 সালের ২৬ নভেম্বর রাজধানীর ইন্টার্স প্লাজা এলাকায় সুয়েজ আইরিশ রাজনীতিক নেতা বেন্দ্র বিজা বিশ্ববিদ্যালয়ের সহায়তায়। সাধারণ আইরিশ কার প্রাণ পুছে পথে পেট্রোলব্যাঙ্গনের আগনে। পথে আছেন রাস্তায় ফ্লাইটের

Auto-rickshaw driver Sadeed Ali’s entire body burnt at fire of petrol bomb. The child Arif could not bear this deplorable situation of father and burst into tears. This cry of affliction could not awaken the least sympathy in BNP-Jamaat’s mind.
Fatikchari Tragedy
Whole country was speechless

On 11 April 2013 in Kazir Hat, Fatikchari Upazila of Chittagong another heart breaking incident happened. At the time of Awami League parade, local Jamaat supported tied the local Mosque Imam and announced that the Imam has been arrested from Mosque Mike. Local villagers then attacked the Awami parade, They burnt some cars and hundreds of motorcycle. In the mean time the local Jamaat-Shibak activists chopped down three of Awami worker and killed. With the intention of their ferociouslyness the shot video and scattered it through their page of Basher Killo in Facebook. The whole country was speechless.
Some injured in Vujpur blood shodding attack (left). In this way two Awami League worker died on the road (below).
Hundreds of motorbikes and several other vehicles were burnt to skeleton by spreading gun powder.
Even the fire brigade van coming to fight fires was not spared.

Police came and rescued the injured Awami League leaders.
On 14 December 2014, jamaat-shible miscreants attacked khorshed chowdhury, chairman of krishak league, Tupimari union, Nilpharma and hacked him to death.

Local juba League worker Alamgir was killed by Shibir miscreants in Satkhira of Chittagong. The relatives of the deceased wailing. Inset, the dead body of Alamgir.
Even patient!

In Rajshahi goons BNP Jamaat attacked driver of an auto-rickshaw.

Driver of an auto-rickshaw carrying a patient begs picketers to spare the attack.
The low income people have been the worst sufferer in BNP-Jamaat backed violence. As people could not get out, they had to fall in difficulty with daily income. Even by being out for work, they have rather met with loss. This rickshaw-driver hailling from Rajshahi to fall in bad book of BNP-Jamaat terrorists while being out with rickshaw in Rajshahi. Even after repeated imploring, he could not save the sole means of his livelihood.
Is wishing to vote is our offence?

It seems going to vote has been an offence in case of Ajiba and Jamal. 5 January, 2014, the 18 party alliance cadres jumped on and lathicharged voters of the 10th parliamentary election in Monigram Tulshipur area under Rajshahi’s Charghat Bago-4 constituency.
দৈনিক ইন্দোলাম

ঘাটক হরতাল

আরো তিন প্রাণ কেড়ে নিলো সহিংস হরতাল

NEW AGE

Four more killed, trains torched and bombed

Our destinies linked

Una ও নামিরা তামিরের চিত্র নিয়ে চট্টগ্রামের মেডিক্যাল কলেজ হাসপাতাল

'আমার স্ত্রী, ছেলেমেয়েদের কি হবে?'
Planned Anarchy to Destroy Economy
If a country is economically paralyzed, it will certainly turn into a failed and ineffective state. The BNP-Jamaat alliance has waged an undeclared war against the people of this country with an aim to destroy the economy. They have attempted to paralyze the economy of Bangladesh by their planned subversive activities and destruction across the country.

The apex body of Bangladeshi businessmen, the FBCCI has dubbed such destructive activities of the BNP-Jamaat alliance as anarchic, which has not only caused huge economic losses but also destroyed the economic potential of the country. According to the FBCCI, Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry (DCCI) and International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), just a single day of hartal and blockade caused the country a huge loss of Tk 1,540 crore to Tk 1,600 crore. As per their estimate, the year 2013 witnessed a systematic and planned anarchy round the year causing an aggregated loss worth over Tk 100,000 crore, which is by and large half of the national budget. This huge amount of money could have constructed at least four Padma bridges.

Violence across the country by BNP-Jamaat alliance destabilized the overall economic and commercial activities of the country. As the supply of raw materials was stopped, the production process stopped entirely. Exports and imports were threatened while service sector faced a major blow. Thus the whole country and its economy and business were hit very hard.

According to the non-government research body, Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD), there has been 55 days of hartal and blockade programs sponsored by the BNP-Jamaat alliance between July 2013 and January 2014, and widespread violence across the country during this period caused a huge loss amounting to Tk 49,000 crore in only four sectors. It was GDP’s 4.70 per cent. Of this amount, rail, road transport and shipping sector counted a loss of Tk 16,688 crore.

Severely hit second sector was agri-based industries which suffered huge loss for the destructive activities by the BNP-Jamaat alliance. The amount has been tallied to Tk 15,829 crore. Agricultural production was severely affected as the farmers did not get necessary agri-inputs in time including fertilizer and diesel. Imported fertilizers for Boro cultivation amounting nearly 12 lakh tons were stuck in the port. The farmers were caught in trouble with their fresh vegetables they produced as they could not market those. Vegetables worth hundreds of crores of taka were perished. Nine days of blockade caused losses of agri-products worth Tk 1,500 crore.

In the third place, garments and textile sectors faced losses of Tk 13,750 crore and the tourism sector’s loss was Tk 2,750 crore. As the raw
materials were not unloaded in Chittagong port, each day businesses
counted to Tk 250 crore as losses. Some 29,000 containers and 38 ships
were stranded at the port due to the blockade sponsored by the BNP-
Jamaat alliance.

The story did not end here. Many foreign investors those who came to
invest here returned home because of the risks created by the BNP-
Jamaat alliance. As a result, there had been a slide in overall foreign
investment which could have generated some 40,000 new job
opportunities. The situation also reduced opportunities at 150,000 jobs.

In reflection of their repressive policy, BNP–Jamaat–Chhatra Shibir
alliance cut down thousands and thousands of trees across the
country. An estimation says around 60,000 trees were axed which
casted losses worth Tk 60 crore. It will take at least 20 to 30 years to
recover from such losses of trees.

Around the country, various government offices and establishments,
bank and other financial institutions, business offices, police stations
and police outposts and schools were burnt down by BNP–Jamaat
alliance. Arson attacks and vandalism into these institutions and
establishments caused damage of furniture, computer, electrical
equipment and important documents that incurred losses worth over
Tk 100 crore.
In the name of political protest anti liberation party BNP-Jamayat wanted to scatter terrorism. In the name of non party election government, on 1st December 2013 they have called for 72hrs blockade and on the second day they burnt a passenger bus in Dhanmondi area by the 18 party coalitions.
BNP-Jamayat terrorists planned to create horror in people. So they chose the public transport system. They have called for negative programs like Blockade. They have burnt people to death. As they have burnt the public transport, they have burnt also truck, private car, motorcycle. Even the launch in river was not spared by the terrorists.
BNF - Jamat tried to destroy the communication system of the country. They made the restrictions in such way on the road and high way to cut off the communication from the men.
On 5th May at Dhaka, the Hefaz e Islam did a huge destruction beside their meeting area. They have cut done all small-large tree on island.

Jamaat- Shibir activists destroyed road dividers while they clashed with the police.
নানকতার ছুকু বেলা

২০১৩ সালের ৫ এপ্রিল মুহাম্মাদ নানকতার কালের ভেতরে ফিক্স রায় ভেতরে এর ফিক্সের জন্য করা হয়েছে এবং এর পরে এক সাধারণ জন পার্থক্য করা হয়েছে। রেল স্টেশনের তলা পর্যন্ত প্রত্যেক তলা এর ভেতরে সরাসরি করা হয়েছে।

After the declaration of Kader Molla's hanging order the Jamayat-e-Tibbib started uncontrollable destruction all over the country. Even railway did not get relief from it. One after another destruction took place. They burnt boggy all over the country. By removing the fish piece of rail line they brought terror on rail journey. On continuous attack of BNP-jamayat terrorists this popular sector of transport was washed.

On 2nd Marth, 2013 the Silk City train starting from Dhaka when reached at Rojshahi Rail Station, terrorists burnt three boggy of it.

রেলের কলসিতের পরিসমান

% of loss in railway, 50% of train get burn in fire, for the fire at the station, 10% of train get damaged. 3 cases in 48 districts the fish plate was removed. On 4th December a train was derailed and four person died. All over the year total 13 person died. Above the six hundred passenger was hurt in these days. With the planned attack of BNP-Jamayat around 45 crore taka was loss of rail. Total loss would be amounted above hundred crore taka.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics of Rail Sector Damages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As per the railway, starting from the 28 January to December there were total 398 accident took place in Railway. On the November and December there were more than three hundred. In most cases in 48 districts the fish plate was removed. On 4th December a train was derailed and four person died. All over the year total 13 person died. Above the six hundred passenger was hurt in these days. With the planned attack of BNP-Jamayat around 45 crore taka was loss of rail. Total loss would be amounted above hundred crore taka.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On 4th December 2013 at Vurungi Village, of Saghata Upazila between Dinoropara and Mahimogon. Gaibandha Station Fish plate was removed and clip was removed by BNP-Jomayat terrorists. The Padmarag Express (22 down mail) and the train engine with three boggy detailed from the line. In this accident five passenger died. Above 50 passenger was hurt.
Three compartments of a train were derailed near Comilla.
On 4th March BNP-Jamaat saboteurs set fire to the Upakul express after arrival in Kamalpur Railway station, Dhaka, Originating in Noakhali, by spreading gun powder.
This passenger bus was burnt on the road of Tarabo, Rubgonj, Narayanganj on 2nd December 2013.
The only means of livelihood CNG Auto-Rickshaw burns on five. The injured owner-cum-driver cries in utter despair. The photograph was taken from Shampur area during blocked programme called by 18 party alliance led by BNP.
To make Bangladesh as a failed state, BNP-Jamayat had plans. They have used Hefazot. 1. on 5th May under the banner of Hefazot the Jamayat-Shibir Cadres attacked the finance building of House Building at Purana Patlon of Dhaka. 2. Attacked multi storied building. 3. private bank ATM booth attacked.
The terrorists of Jamat-Shibir made fire in Upazila Council Building at Nandigram in Bogra on the date of 10th March, 2013. A huge number of documents were burnt in this incident.
The Nandigrame upazilla office after though by vandalized by SNF - Jamaul miscreants.

A room of the Upazilla office burnt to ashes.
Before starting the blockade declared by BNP-Jamaat on 7th December, 2013 a truck was stopped in the circle of Ashraf at Rajshahi by wooden road block and burnt it. The truck was going from Naogaon to Kustia. The truck was burned with paddy.
Cansat: Shed blood in establishing the right of electricity

The people of Cansat got down in road in demand of electricity, sacrificed their life. Gomal Rabban, the resident of Cansat elected as the Chairman of Cansat Rural Electricity Samity Area no.2 in 2003 during the time of BNP-Jamat alliance government. But his disagreement was created with the Samity about some problems including acute problem of electricity, rent of meter and realization of fine from the farmers. In this context, Rabban called for farmers convention under the banner of "Puri Bidyut Unnayan Sangram Parishad" in December of 2005. Movement-program has been declared. It was called for protest on 4 January 2008 when demand is not met. According to the declared program while the procession of the farmers-mob started its march towards the office of the Samity after the convention Police and BDR (currently BGB) members hindered on it. In that day two people died and more than half hundred people were injured in the firing of police.

Seminar of exchange view has been started from Union to Union. Gomal Rabban and two top leaders of the Sangram Parishad were arrested at night of 22 January. Cansat was violence in dawn of 23 January. Severe conflict has been started while police started to beat the excited mob with sticks going to Gopalnagar turning of Cansat Gopalnagar. Police enter into door to door and beat indiscriminately including women and children. The residents of Cansat were more aggrieved in its. The police started throwing bullets indiscriminately in face of enclosure. Seven people died. Even the women came out seeking the fail judgment of killing. Awami League expressed solidarity together with the residents of Cansat on 26 January.

The government bound to release the leaders of Sangram Parishad by pressure of willing movement. But government started to show pleas in the name of mutual. 6 April, on collision with leaders of Cansat Movement & the activists & terrorists of BNP four was died. Section 144 issued. Police killed four persons by shoot in the procession of thousands of peoples. The government has no way but to show back. After formation of high standard enquiry team, release of section 144 & return of police & BDR a memorandum of understanding was signed. Residents of Cansat established their rights on power sector in exchange of bloods.
The same syndicate till engaged in destroying the Cansat

28th February 2013, in the office of Polli Bidult Samity in Cansat of Chapainawabganj; the activists of Jamaat-Shibir carried massacre for about five hours. Sudden attacks, robbery/looting & fire on important buildings of the Samity, electrical equipments, residences & including vehicles all was burned. In the day on which verdict of hanging to war criminal Saidee; in this massacre damaged assets about 200 crores.
3 March, 2013, during 18 party alliance backed hartal led by BNP. Jamaat-Shibir armed cadres raised a blockade at Gaibandha-Sundarganj Road at Gaibandha. Jamaat activists vandalized several shops including office of chairman of Gaibandha Kamdia union causing communication network of Gaibandha district town with Sundarganj, Polashbari and Gobindaganj upazilla come to a halt. Jamaat-Shibir terrorists equipped with sticks and staffs put tree trunks on Laksimpur road of Gaibandha Sundarganj road. To bring the situation under control, BGB was deployed in the area.
17 November, 2013. After death sentence of Kader Mollah in war crime case was made public, Jamaat-Shibir leaders and activists brought out a procession at Chittagong’s Jubilee road, vandalized vehicles and hurled bombs when several leaders and activists set fire to a private vehicle. An alarmed young woman is seen crossing the road in front of the burnt road.
28 January, 2013, Jamaat-Shibir perpetrated destructions unawares in the capital’s Motijheel, Dilkusha and Dainik Bangla area. They attacked the police and vandalized vehicles parked on and plying along roads and also set fire to those. During this time, Jamaat-Shibir terrorists also set fire to a van. This incident left 20 people injured.
Vandalism by shibir activists in Chittagong.
3 March, 2013. Eight people were killed in several rounds of clash between Jamaat-Shibir in Bogra Sadar, Shajahanpur, Nandigram and Dupchachia and the law enforcing agencies. At this time, the Jamaat terrorists attacked and set fire to various government, non-government offices, police stations and camps. To bring the situation under control, section 144 was imposed on municipal area sine die and the army was deployed in the field.
The horrible scenery of cutting tree and block road was all over the country. On last 3rd march 2013 on the first day of blockade all over the country for 48 hours supporter of Jamayat cut tree and burnet Tire at Dinajpur.
Axes are blowing at bottoms of trees. Jamaat-Shibir terrorists have thus killed a fresh and green life in their effort to raise a blockade of road at Satkhira' Kailanganj. In protest of death sentence of war criminal Kader Mollah, they perpetrated this deforestation on 3 March, 2013.
A member of Jamat-Shibir Alliance is throwing the patrol bomb to the law and order force at Golpahor in Chittagong on the date of 2nd December, 2013.
Being backed by BNP-Jamaat, on last May 5, Hefazat Islam went on a mayhem in the capital's Motijheel, Pallan and Dainik Bangla intersection area. In name of demonstration, they attacked ATM booths of those areas. The detective branch has informed, Hefazat had a plan to loot Bangladesh Bank by creating an unprecedented anarchy in Motijheel area. BNP had a plan to use the Hefazat in the the conspiracy plotted by the former to destroy economy of the country.
Jamaat has taken recourse to a nasty trick to spread violence across the country. They have used innocent children as a human shield. They are pushing the boatmen of the nation towards terrorist attack, militant procession, etc. On 3 March, 2013 Jamaat-Shibir cadres felled trees and put tree trunks at side of Rajshahi’s Godagari Mohshalbari by-pass area. When the police went to resist them, they attacked ferociously over the police when they pushed forward a host of children as human shields.
After announcement of verdict of Jamaat leader Sayeedi's war crime case, Jamaat-Shibir terrorists perpetrated massive violence. They vandalized Banskhali court and then set fire to the same.

Official documents were burnt to ashes from fire set by Jamaat-Shibir activists to Banskhali Upazilla office.
Vandalism by Jamaat-Shibir in the capital city Dhaka
রাষ্ট্রের বিরুদ্ধে জামায়াতের যুদ্ধ ঘোষণা

বওড়ায় ব্যাপক নাশকতা, রেলস্টেশন ও এমপির বাড়িতে আগুন; সেনামোতায়ন, পরে প্রত্যাহার।

সরা দেশ নিহত ২৪

দলটির অন্যান্য যুদ্ধ চলছে। এবারের কথা নিয়ে পরীক্ষণ থাকা অন্য দলটির জামায়াতের ৪৮ ঘণ্টা হার্ডওয়ারের প্রথম দিকে। এদিন ভারতের ইতিহাসে এবার সত্ত্বনাতিক সহযোগী ভিডিও দৃশ্যমান হয়েছে।

সংগঠনের ম্যান স্কুল থেকে দলটির মত যুদ্ধ চলছে। একজন শেষ হওয়ার পর বাংলাদেশের সরকার নিষেধাজ্ঞা দিয়েছে, নারীদের ক্ষমতায় সব পরিস্থিতিতে দলটি নিষেধাজ্ঞা দিয়েছে, পাশাপাশি পরীক্ষণ সমাপ্ত করে।

সরা দেশের নিহত সংখ্যা

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>স্থান</th>
<th>নিহত</th>
<th>ভারত</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>বওড়া</td>
<td>১১</td>
<td>৩০</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>জয়পুরহাট</td>
<td>৬</td>
<td>২৭</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>গোলাপীগড়</td>
<td>৪</td>
<td>১০০</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>সাতক্ষীরা</td>
<td>১</td>
<td>২৫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>হরিণকুকুর</td>
<td>১</td>
<td>২০</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>পাজীপুর</td>
<td>১</td>
<td>১০</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

আমাদের সদস্য দেশ এদেশের রায় প্রত্যাহার করবে, নির্বাচন আরম্ভ করবে, জামায়াতের নিঃশেষণ করবে। এতে জামায়াতের প্রথম প্রতিক্রিয়া হয়। দলটির নির্বাচনের মাধ্যমে সেনামোতায়ন, পরে প্রত্যাহার।

বাংলাদেশের রায় প্রত্যাহার করবে, নির্বাচন আরম্ভ করবে জামায়াতের নিঃশেষণ করবে। এর মধ্যে বওড়ায় ১১, জয়পুরহাটে ৬, সাতক্ষীরায় ১ পাজীপুরে ১, বিনায়কপুরে হরিণকুকুরে ১ পুলিশ সদস্য নিষেধাজ্ঞা দিয়েছে।
শিশু-পুলিশসহ নিহত আরো ২৩

- বংশোদ্ভাব ১২, জয়পুরহাটে ৬ রাজশাহীতে ২, সাতক্ষীরায় ১ জন নিহত
- কিনাইদে পুলিশকে কুপিয়ে হত্যা, বংশোদ্ভাব ফাঁড়িতে আগন

কলের কল ডেড

সানা চতুর্থ স্তরের মধ্য দিয়ে অনেক সময় স্থানায় সাত, সাত মাস বয়সের ছেলে সাতে কাঁধে ধরে পিটে হয়। কিছু সময় পরে সে এক কাজ করে থাকে এবং এক দিন পরে সে পুলিশের কাছে যেতে পারে। সে জানতো সে কাজ করে সে কিছু জিনিস পেতে পারবে। সে পুলিশের কাছে যাওয়ার পরে সে কাজ করে এক দিন পরে সে পুলিশের কাছে যেতে পারে এবং এক দিন পরে সে পুলিশের কাছে যেতে পারে। সে জানতো সে কাজ করে সে কিছু জিনিস পেতে পারবে। সে পুলিশের কাছে যাওয়ার পরে সে কাজ করে এক দিন পরে সে পুলিশের কাছে যেতে পারে। সে জানতো সে কাজ করে এক দিন পরে সে পুলিশের কাছে যেতে পারে। সে জানতো সে কাজ করে এক দিন পরে সে পুলিশের কাছে যেতে পারে। সে জানতো সে কাজ করে 

দাচাই হামলা ভাঙুচর আগন

- রুবলুমসহ দুই হাজার

অনিশ্চিত গত্ত্বে দেশ

'এজেন্ট আন্দাঞ্জেলাতে' তাঁদের

জামায়াতের
Burnt Al-Quran and Mosques: BNP-Jamaat Enemies of Islam
The BNP-Jamaat-Hefajat gang do not hesitate to commit any misdeed or their heinous self-interest and political gain. They talk about religion to confuse the devout Muslim people of this country, but the BNP-Jamaat alliance is not at all respectful to faith of the people. They have attacked and strained the religious sensitivity of the people on various occasions by resorting to falsehood and lie. They created confusion in the minds of the people and their persuasion in the name of religion was aimed at fulfilling self-interest and mean political gain.

The grand alliance government led by Awami League had a pre-election commitment that they will take initiative to try the war criminals. And the BNP-Jamaat alliance had started planned terrorist activities across the country in order to foil the trial and create anarchy in the country.

The way the BNP-Jamaat-Hefajat alliance resorted to widespread attack on religious minorities and their business establishments across the country could only be comparable with the attack of barbaric Pakistani military in 1971.

Ironically the BNP-Jamaat evil forces have used sacred mosques to run terrorist activities. Not only that, they have set fire to mosques in order to mislead and instigate common people. They have burnt hundreds of holy Al-Quran and used mikes of mosques to spread lies and rumors. Coming out of mosques after prayers, they swooped on policemen so that clash takes place between the common Musalmans and police.

This is exactly what had happened in national mosque of Baithul Muqarram. Terrorists of Islami Chhatra Shibir engaged in clash with police after coming out of the mosque. At one stage of the clash, they set fire on the prayer mates of the mosque.

In sequel to that heinous act, the hooligans of BNP-Jamaat-Hefajat Islam burnt dawn some 144 shops in Baithul Muqarram area on March 5, 2013. They also set fire to the shops of the Baithul Muqarram market. Bookstores which sell Islamic books were burnt to ashes. Hundreds of copies of holy Al-Quran were burnt by those attackers.

Another painful and heart-wrenching incident took place on April 11, 2013 at Kazirhat area in Fatikchhari of Chittagong. When the local Awami League organized a procession, the leaders of Jamaat-e-Islami and Islami Chhatra Shibir caught the Imam of the local mosque and tied him with ropes. They used the mike of the same mosque to spread falsehood and propagated that the Imam was kidnapped by Awami.
League people. As rumors spread, confused villagers attacked the procession of Awami League. The BNP-Jamaat and Chhatra Shibir took this opportunity and chopped to death three of the Awami League and Chhatra League workers in broad day light.

Such evil acts are nothing new for BNP-Jamaat alliance. On October 8 in 1999, the terrorists of BNP-Jamaat alliance charged bomb into a mosque of Ahomadja sect in Khulna. The tragic incident left eight people killed and over 50 injured.

Such evil falsehood and propaganda to confuse people using misinterpretation of religion must be resisted. Conscious people must be alerted all the time against such evil acts.
Black smoke has completely covered the national mosque Baitul Mukarram. On 5 May, 2013, in name of a grand alliance in Dhaka, BNP-Jammat-Hefazat went on a mayhem. They set fire to Baitul Mukarram Masjid Market which left hundreds of holy Qurans, burnt to ashes along with shops for perfume, tasbih (rosary) and prayer mats.
BNP - Jamaat - in the custody of the militants in the capital rally in the Baitul Mukarram burnt shops of Islamic books, perfume, hats, beads, jayanamaj.
The stall of Islamic books in the premises of Baitul Mokaram Jame Mosque were set on fire by Hefazat activists. Inset: A burnt copy of the holly Quran.
Deadline 5 May, 2013, a portion of Baltul Mukaram burning at fire set by Hefazat Islam and BNP cadres. Their mayhem left Electronics Market at Bangabandhu Sheik Mujibur Rahman National Stadium left in a chaotic order.
Fire set by BNP-Jamaat-Hefazat has left Islami book stalls at Baitul Mukarram Mosque compound burning.
The pages of holy Quran has been burnt by fire.
The supporters of Hefazat made fire in the shop of Islamic book at South Gate of Balul Makarom Jame Mosque. It have been burnt the hundreds of copies of Qurean and Hadiz books. A book seller is showing the pages of Qurean which have been burnt.

Fire-burnt prayer mat and Islami book.
The all lost book sellers taking carefully the pages of holy Quran from the ash and coal.
The pages of Holy Quran which have been burnt
A huge number of motor cars were burnt to skeleton when Hefazat Islam activists set fire inside the office premise of House Building Finance Corporation.
The all lost book sellers taking carefully the pages of holy Quran from the ash and coal.
The Prime Minister stands beside the damaged small businessmen Baitul Makram, Awami League Chairperson handed over the cheque of grant to the businessmen at the office of the Prime Minister on 14 May after 7 days of debacle caused by BNP-Jamat in disguise of Hefajat. The damaged businessmen received Tk.50 thousand each as financial assistance.
Begum Khaleda Zia, leader of the BNP, called upon her party leaders and activists to stand by Hefajat and to back their violent activities. In response to her urging, the terrorists on that day turned into a town of violence.
Torture & Repression on Religious Minorities
প্রশাসনিক বিধিবদ্ধ আসলে রূপায়ণের ব্যাপারে চেষ্টা করা হয়েছিল। এই চেষ্টার সাথে সহযোগীর সংগঠন আন্তর্জাতিক অন্তর্ভুক্ত থাকে। এই অন্তর্ভুক্তির সংগঠন সাধারণ সহকারীর সাথেও যোগ দেয়া হয়েছে। এই সহযোগীর সাথে বিভিন্ন সম্প্রদায়ের সহযোগীর সাথে আলাদা হয়েছে। এই সম্প্রদায়ের সাথে কর্মকর্তা ভূমিকা বিনিময় করে যা বিভিন্ন আন্তর্জাতিক কর্মকর্তা হয়।

২০১১ সালের অন্তর্জাতিক নির্বাচনের পর্যায়ে লক্ষ্যস্থাপন হিন্দু সম্প্রদায়ের উপর বিভিন্ন আন্তর্জাতিক আক্রমণ ও নির্বাচনের ব্যাপারে কঠিনতা হয়। ২০২০ সালের সেপ্টেম্বরের মধ্যে স্ত্রীশ্রমী বাঙালি সাধনার দেশ সংশ্লেষণ পরিবেশে বিভিন্ন আন্তর্জাতিক উপর নির্বাচনের অন্তর্ভুক্ত হয় কারণ সাধনার কোন ক্ষেত্রেই নিষেধ হয় নয়।

প্রতিষ্ঠানের প্রক্রিয়া সমূহ থেকে জানা যায় যে, ২০১১ সালের ২৪ এক্টোবর থেকে শুরু হয়। এটি সম্প্রদায়ের জন্য নতুন ধরনের সম্প্রদায়ের উপর নির্বাচনের প্রথম চেষ্টা।}

One of the major spirits of our war of liberation was secularism and non-communism. The evil forces of BNP-Jamaat alliance have always been active to foil the stability of Bangladesh by axing that particular spirit. The evil alliance went on attacking the religious minorities on various occasions; they set fire at places of religious prayers, houses of religious minorities and looted valuables from those vulnerable people. The women of the minority community have always been their prime target and thousands of women were brutally tortured on many occasions.

People of Bangladesh did not forget the voluminous barbaric attacks by the BNP-Jamaat unholy alliance on Hindu community across the country just after the 2001 general elections. During that period, BNP-Jamaat alliance committed crimes against humanity such as mass killing, kidnap, rape, forceful marriage, forceful conversion of religion, toll collection, grabbing assets and what not! An Investigation Commission was formed later on, which received some 5,571 allegations of such crimes. In one such incident, some 200 women were raped in one single night in Bhola. Such a heinous barbaric act has remained as a deep scar in our national life.

Evil activities by the BNP-Jamaat alliance are still on. The magnitude of torture and repression on religious minorities by the BNP-Jamaat alliance have increased manifold since the beginning of the trial of the war crimes. Just after pronouncement of the verdict of war crimes case against notorious war criminal Delwar Hossain Sayeedi in February 2013, the BNP-Jamaat alliance swooped brutally on the Hindu community across the country in such a fashion that as if the Hindu community were responsible for his capital punishment.

According to newspaper reports, just a month between February 28 and March 31, the BNP-Jamaat evil alliance resorted to all-out attack on Hindu community people in 32 districts of the country. Four people were killed and 34 were injured in these attacks. To add more sadness, some 319 temples were damaged and 206 business establishments belonging to the Hindu community people faced the brunt of attacks as they looted and vandalized everything.

As the national election schedule was announced on November 25 in 2013, BNP-Jamaat unholy alliance started communal attacks leaving dozens of people killed and hundreds injured by January 30. During this period, some 177 temples and religious institutions were damaged and 485 houses and 578 business establishments were vandalized and looted. Some 2,500 families were repressed and tortured. At the same time, incidents of rape in various districts also increased sharply.

The way villages after villages were set on fire and daughters were raped in front of their father during the war of liberation in 1971, the BNP-Jamaat evil alliance started the same tactic against the religious minority after a day of the election. On January 5 of this year, the
hooligans of the alliance attacked Hindu families at Chapata village of Avaynagar thana in Jessore. All on a sudden, people of various areas including Rishipara, Hazrail, Haridaskathi, Morirampur became fully panicked. In Rishipara area, husband and father in law of a housewife were tied and the hooligans tortured the housewife. In many places, father and his son were tied with ropes and their wives were brutally tortured and molested. Not only in Jessore, similar heinous crimes against religious minority people took place in Thakurgoon, Gaibandha, Dinajpur, Joypurhat, Natore, Chirghat, Mymensingh, Netrokona and Pirojpur.

Not only the Hindu community was singled out, people of other minority groups were also targeted and they faced the same irony. The terrorists of the BNP-Jamaat alliance set fire to 12 Buddhist Vihar or monasteries and temples. Arson attacks took place in some 40 houses of people belonging to Buddhist community. Hundreds of houses were looted and damaged at the same time. Shima Buddhist Vihar, Rakhoan Buddhist temple, Lal Ching, Shada Ching, Ramu Maitree Vihar and Aparna Maitree Vihar were burnt to ashes. In Ramu, the arson attack destroyed 300 year old history of Buddhist archaeological sites.

Such planned attack on religious minority by the BNP-Jamaat evil alliance is an attack on our thousands of years old deep-rooted culture and religious harmony. It is attack on the spirit of our glorious war of liberation, the spirit of our freedom and secular and non-communal spirit of Bangladesh.
BNP-Jamat group is continuing the brutal attack on the minority community. They broken down the idols attacking at a temple of Bagerhat on 2 March of 2013 after declaring the execution of judgment of Delawar Hossain Saydee.
March 2013 the terrorist of Jamat broke the idols attacking at Rishi Monastery of Jaldi Village of Banskhali in Cox’s Bazar district. One follower praying before the broken idol shedding tears.
The Jamal-Shibir cadres set fire in the houses of the minority community after looting in their houses at Shilparaat Bashkhi Sadar of Chittagong immediately after declaring the judgment of Saydee in war crime on 1 March, 2013. The wife of Dulal Shill is lamenting standing on burnt homestead losing all things.
Emptiness in burnt homestead

Broken home and empty homestead. Lonely emptiness piled. A Hindu homestead at Shilpara after the communal attack.
Hindu temple at Pinglakathi of Barisal was vandalized in communal violence miscreants of BNP-Jamaat attacked this temple on 1 March 2013.
Dhopapara of Banskhali in Chittagong district. Aggrieved by death sentence accorded to Sayeedy Jamaat -shibir miscreants vandalized the entire locality, broke down the temple and burnt homesteads to ashes.
Date line 28 February 2013: Jamaat- Shibir miscreants attacked the Hindupara in Rajgonj Union in Begumgonj Upazilla and al vandalized homesteads & property. They looted all valuables. Two young Hindu girls are awestruck hassling located their text books in the debris.
The last shelter has been burnt into ashes. Tears ran down the cheek as she looks on her vandalized homestead. Many like this elderly lady became shelter less consequent on Jamaat's attack on the Hindu area of Rajgong in Noakhali district.
On 5 January of the year 2014, some members of Hindu family of Avoynagar village of Jessore fled away leaving their homestead in search of safe shelter following the attack of Jamal-Shibir after the National Parliament Election.
There is no food in home. From where the food will come? Even this family have no home. The child Biplasha Barmon is crying for food, Its mother Sanchita Barmon shedding tear, she cannot hold her tear. In such helpless situation, 122 minor families of Malopara of Chapataala village of Avonagar upazila of Jessore spending their life under the open sky. Those families lost their houses, shelters and properties in the brutal attack of the Jamat-Shibir cadres after the election on 5 January, 2014. Only crying tearing at Chapataala.
The residents of Hindu-dominated villages of Ghoraghat of Dinajpur were in fear in post-election violence. The residents of Krishnarampur village of no.1 Kulaklpur village of the upazila guard the area in turn over the night. The Jamal-Shibir men attacked the voting centers of the village previous night of voting. In that time several people were injured in conflict. From then the culprits threaten to attack at villages. So, they guard their village waking up at night.
Terror on Buddhist Bihar

The excited mob set fire to 12 Buddhist Bhikhar and temples at Ramu and set fire in 40 houses and Buddhist houses in Cox's Bazar in the charge of people of Quran on 29 September, 2012. In that time looting and vandalism went on in hundreds of houses. They burned Sima Buddhist Bihani, Rakhan Buddhist Temple, Lal Ching, Sada Ching, Ramu Moftee Bihani and Arund Milree Bihani. The excited mob attacked two Hindu temples and two Buddhist temples of nearby Patia Upazila on 30 September. Hundreds of people went out for procession and attacked at Lakkara Buddhist Bihar and set fire on that. Then they attacked on Kolagaon Buddhist Bihar, Kolagaon Nabbarun Sangha Durgagaon Temple and fishermen area Matia Temple. In this incident storm of condemnation rose in home and abroad.
A scene of Pagoda in Ramu after the attack of the terrors of BNP-Jamat.
A scene of Pagoda in Ramu after the attack of the terrors of BNP-Jamat.
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UNCHANGED TRAGEDY
The terrorists of BNP-Jamat went on setting fire, vandalizing and looting to the houses, shops of Awami League supporters together with the minority families at Pithampara, Telipara, Hajipara, Sahapara & Ballipara of no.1 Chetelgazi Union of Dinajpur Sadar Upazila at next night of the election on 5 January, 2013. In the next day the horrified minority people got down in road in tearful eyes for leaving the country.
চার জেলায় সংখ্যালঘুদের বাড়িতে হামলা, আঘাত, লুট

জমিদার মোগলী নির্মুল জমিদারের নিকটে

মেট্রোপলিটান / নিউজ

JAMAAT'S ATTACK ON MINORITY COMMUNITIES
চার জেলায় মন্দির ও বাড়িতে ভাঙ্গুর অগুন

সংখ্যালঘু নির্জন থামেনি

- জলপাইতে মলিন মাটি, মলিন বাড়ির ভাঙ্গুর
- কয়লা, বিদ্যুৎ চাষের পাথর

চার জেলায় মন্দির ও বাড়িতে ভাঙ্গুর অগুন

প্রথম পঁড়া সাগর ছাড়া পাড়া রাখতে হবে, যেমন: কার্যকর বাড়ি, বাড়িতে মলিন মাটি, মেডে ইত্যাদি।

চার জেলায় মন্দির ও বাড়িতে ভাঙ্গুর অগুন

আবারও মন্দিরে আগুন রাত জেগ পাহারা

ইন্দুরের ওপর হামলা, মন্দির ভাঙ্গুর অব্যাহত

ফটো: দুলাত চন্দ্র
Hindus under attack

The channel obtained a house burnt by Jamaat-Bhibir men in Moulvibazar yesterday.

The Daily Star

From Newspaper
Attack on Base of National Spirit
The BNP-Jamaat alliance could never accept the independence, freedom and sovereignty of the country. In order to take the country backward and turn it into a pro-Pakistani state, they assassinated Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman along with his most of the family members. Democracy was brutally suppressed and rights of the people were confiscated. In one hand, the spirit of the war of liberation was removed from the constitution and on the other, the glorious history of the liberation war was deliberately distorted.

Thousands of freedom fighters were killed in one hand and collaborators of the Pakistani military and war crime offenders were rehabilitated on the other, too. The whole Bangladesh entered into a dark age of modern time.

But the struggling people of Bangladesh turned around. Defying all odds and braving all the conspiracies to turn the country into a pro-Pakistani one, people are marching ahead. With the initiative of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, daughter of Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the war criminals were arrested. The trials are continuing and some of the trials have witnessed verdict and an execution. And that is why the BNP-Jamaat clique has exposed its true face against the trial and waged an undeclared war against the people of the country.

The assassins of 1971 did not stop after creating an anarchic situation in the country. They have torn the flags and vandalized true symbol and source of Bengali nationalism - Shaheed Minar in many places. Hundreds of such Shaheed Minars were vandalized and damaged in darkness of night by the evil alliance of BNP and Jamaate-e-Islami.

The hooligans of the alliance demolished the Shaheed Minar at Jatuboyra Primary School of Kumarkhali upazila in Kushtia. The Shaheed Minar was built in 1968, which was at first demolished in 1971 by Pakistani collaborator Razakars. On the same night, Jamaat-Shibir activists ruined another Shaheed Minar at Boalmari Government Primary School at Haripur union of Chatmohar of the same district. As the clock ticks zero hour, the attackers tied the night guards with ropes and demolished the Shaheed Minar.

The Pakistani army in 1971 did the same on the first night of attack and destroyed the Central Shaheed Minar. Cannon-balls had entirely demolished the base of Bengali nationalism but that could not resist the Bengalees at all.

Now the defeated forces of 1971 still possess anger towards the Shaheed Minar and whenever they get chance, the BNP-Jamaat alliance attempt to attack that spirit by destroying the Shaheed Minar.
On 22nd February, 2013 the Jamat-Shibir Cadres, after performing the congregational prayer start the terrorists activities throughout the country. Their ferocious paws fell upon the Gonogararan Moncho developed at various Districts and Upazilla and Shahid Minar. Virtually the news workers and member of the security became the victims of their anger in order to resist all such relatives attacks the Jamat-Shibir Cadres load conflict with the police. In fighting, two persons at totally four persons were killed. Innumerable persons were wounded.

In the picture the scenery of attack at the Central Shahid Minar of Sylhet is visible. On this day, after the performance of congregational prayer processions in the banner of "Touhid Janato" came out from various mosques. Having attacked from such a type of processions, breaking the boundary wall of Shahid Minar the fundamental miscreants destroyed the flower vass contained in the Dais.
19 February, 2014, the defeated power of Independent and their accomplices broke several Martyr Monuments in various places of the country. This 42 years old Martyr Monument of Jadubayra High School of Kumarkhali Upazila of Kutia was the target of attack by the BNP-Jamat culprits.
The symbol of the liberation war's statuary namely "First Weapons Defendant" at Bishkhali in Jinnidha was destroyed by anti-freedom-Jamat on the date of 4th March, 2013.
The terrors of BNP-Jamaat broke Shadhi Miner of Government Primary School at Nayapara, Lalmonirhat in Nator on the date of 4th March in last year.

In the darkness of mid-night, the BNP-Jamaat miscreants vandalized the Shaheed Minar of Boalmari government Primary School in Chatmohar of Pabna.
Marlyr Monument is the symbol of consciousness, strength and existence of the Bengali nation. So, the West Pakistanis after throwing bullets on student procession on twentieth 1st February 1952 they smashed the first Marlyr Monument, erected at Dhaka Medical College pavement in the dead of night. Then even in 1971 their target was Marlyr Monument. They smashed the central Marlyr Monument. The Bangali snatched away the victory in exchange of blood shedding from their chests. The existence of Pak attackers was floated. But, their ghosts are active still today: they are alert still today to mix in mud to the freedom consciousness of Bangali. They continue to attack in Marlyr Monument even after six decades of grant Language Movement. News of attacking in Marlyr Monuments in various places of the country published in news papers.
A cartoon which was published in a National Newspaper.
ছেলে তান্ত্র

জেলায় জেলায় শহীদ মিনার
গণজাগরণ মঞ্চ ভাঙ্গের
জাতীয় পতাকায় আগুন

বিজয় প্রতিবেদক

সারা দেশে জামায়াত-শিবির ও সমাবস্থা ইসলামী দলগুলোর
সাথে জামায়াত শিবিরের সংঘাত সংঘাতের ঘটনায় বিভিন্ন স্থানে শহীদ
সংঘের সিলেটের জামায়াত শিবিরের সংঘাত সংঘাতের ঘটনায় বিভিন্ন স্থানে শহীদ
পুলিশের সংঘাত সংঘাতের ঘটনায় বিভিন্ন স্থানে শহীদ
সংঘের সিলেটের জামায়াত শিবিরের সংঘাত সংঘাতের ঘটনায় বিভিন্ন স্থানে শহীদ
সংঘের সিলেটের জামায়াত শিবিরের সংঘাত সংঘাতের ঘটনায় বিভিন্ন স্থানে শহীদ
সংঘের সিলেটের জামায়াত শিবিরের সংঘাত সংঘাতের ঘটনায় বিভিন্ন স্থানে শহীদ
সংঘের সিলেটের জামায়াত শিবিরের সংঘাত সংঘাতের ঘটনায় বিভিন্ন স্থানে শহীদ
সংঘের সিলেটের জামায়াত শিবিরের সংঘাত সংঘাতের ঘটনায় বিভিন্ন স্থানে শহীদ
সংঘের সিলেটের জামায়াত শিবিরের সংঘাত সংঘাতের ঘটনায় বিভিন্ন স্থানে শহীদ

শাহবাগের জাগরণ মঞ্চ থেকে হরতাল প্রতিরোধের ঘোষণা
জামায়াত ’৭১ সালের মতোই সহিংস আচরণ করেছে

নিচের প্রতিবেদন

রাজপথে অবস্থান নিয়ে দেশবাসীকে জামায়াতের ডাকা হরতাল প্রতিরোধের ডাক দিয়েছে শাহবাগের গণজাগরণ মঞ্চ। তবে ২৫ দিন ধরে চলা এই আন্দোলনের অহিংস মনোভাব বজায় রাখার আহবান জানানো হয়েছে। আইন নিজের হাতে তুলে না নিয়ে সত্তার সহযোগিতায় আইনশৃঙ্খলা কারী বাহিনীর হাতে তুলে দেওয়ারও পরিশ্রম দিয়েছে।

বিভিন্ন ছায় ও যুবসংগঠনের নেতার মানবতাবিরোধী অপরাধে অভিযুক্ত বাচ্চাদের ফাসির রায় কার্যকর না হওয়া পর্যন্ত মারা বিদ্রুপে গণপ্রতিরোধ গড়ে তুলতে আহবান জানান তারা।

আগের দিনগুলোর মতোই সহিংস মঞ্চে লোগোনে প্রকাশিত হয় বিরুদ্ধ ক্রান্তি।
ধর্মভিত্তিক কেন্দ্রের প্রতিবেদন

সিলেটে শহীদ মিনারে হামলা-ভাঙ্গার, গুলি

নিজস্ব প্রতিবেদন ও সিলেট প্রতিহিংসা

থাকে বাংলাদেশ প্রতিরক্ষায় নিহত ২ জন। এই ২ জনের মধ্যে একজন দেশভাষায় হামলার শাস্তি দেওয়া হয়েছে।
শহীদ মিনার পুড়ল!
স্বাধীনতা দিবসেও ঝুলাও পোড়াও

১৮ দলের ৩৬ ঘণ্টার হরতাল শুরু
জামায়াতের নজিরবিহীন সন্ত্রাস

চারজন নিহত - শহীদ মিনার, গণজাগরণ মঞ্চ, সাংবাদিক ও পুলিশ হামলার শিকার - কাল ৯ দলের হরতাল

কাউজুল নেতা

জায়নাম আজ্জান, তাউফিক খাঁ ভাসির প্রধান সমাজতন্ত্র জাভারী ও শের ইসমাইল উদ-দুল পাবলিশার মূল সম্পাদক।

নার টাগেটি

কাঁখ দাঁড়াল বিক্ষুপ শাহরাগ
Law Enforcers Face Brunt & Ravage
Incident: 1
Terrorists of BNP-Jamaat alliance attacked with bomb, cocktail and set fire to a police bus in the night of 24th December, 2013 at Banglamotor area of the capital. Ferdous Khalli, a member of traffic police was severely burnt in that incident and died on the spot. Two other policemen also received severe burn injuries.

Incident: 2
On 26th December, 2013, a police vehicle came under attack by the BNP-Jamaat hooligans in Rajshahi who had charged crude bombs leaving 10 policemen severely burn injured. Shidhartha Chandra Sarker, a police constable was taken to Dhaka for treatment but he succumbed to his injuries.

Incident: 3
Jamaat-Shibijriv terrorists swooped on policemen in Comilla on November 26, 2013. The terrorists opened fire and a police constable Mahmudul Hasan was bullet hit with his left eye totally damaged totally forever.

Incident: 4
A procession of Islami Chhota Shibir at around 10am in the morning on April 1, 2013, suddenly became furious and attacked policemen. A gang of Shibir men swooped on constable Jahangir and relentlessly hit him with helmet. They took away his pistol and his head was smashed with brick. As three other policemen tried to save their fellow, they also came under attack.

The incidents are nothing but a few samples of barbarism by the BNP-Jamaat alliance. Such coordinated attack made one thing very clear that the law enforcement agencies were one of the prime targets of the terrorists of the BNP-Jamaat alliance.

In between January and December of 2013, a total of 15 policemen were killed in the hands of BNP-Jamaat evil alliance and their fellow Hefojat Islam. Besides, some 2,400 members of the law enforcing agencies were injured with over 300 of them severely injured. Over 150 members of the law enforcing agencies lost their eyes, limbs and hands and became lame forever.

The policemen were targeted and attacked everywhere across the country from the capital to rural areas. Many police stations and outposts were set on fire and on many occasions, the terrorists snatched away the arms of the police. Heads of policemen were smashed with bricks and stones and petrol bombs were hurled at them. Burnt in flames, many policemen were killed.
But what was the fault of the law enforcers? Why such planned and coordinated attack on them?

It is very simple that if the law and order situation deteriorates, there is nothing left for destruction of a country. Moreover, members of the law enforcement agencies were targeted and attacked so that their strength is challenged and they became morally weak.

The BNP-Jamaat evil alliance did this to save the accused in war crime charges by destabilizing the country and creating anarchy so that Bangladesh becomes ineffective and a failed state.

But the BNP-Jamaat evil alliance made a mistake that when a law enforcement agency is motivated by patriotism and work hard, their mental strength cannot be carved or broken. And such spirit has been reflected in words of Mohammad Parvez who is the son of martyr police constable Motiur Rahman: “I will not get back my father. It is very painful to say and there is nothing more painful to bear such a loss. But I am proud that my father sacrificed his life for the country.”
The 18-alliance rughush snatched away arms after seriously injuring a sub-inspector in duty of police in open high way in the area of Shalbagan of Rajshahi town on 1st April, 2013 last.

In inset (upper) ASI Ajam Mahmood and (lower) Ajam Mahmood after injuri.
The cadre of Sibir seriously injured in-duty police member Abdur Aziz after attacking in Kowran Bazar of the capital on 13 November, 2012.
The cadre of Jamat-Sibir set fire on pick-up van of police in North Badda of the Capital on 6 December, 2013.
After Judgement of Golam Azam, Amir of Jamaat, in charge of war crime the cadre of Jamaat derived fierce panicky activities in the capital on 14 July 2013. Police was victimized by attack while they were going to resist them for the protection of lives and security of the people. The terrorist of Jamaat attacked on the police on-duty after driving sudden procession at Bijoynar. In this event they stuck Sub-Inspector Rafiqul Islam seriously.
A pain-stricken member of the police force lying flat on a street of Kustia. While resisting the Jamaat-Shibir terrorists at Nazampur, Kustia, they made this barbarous attack on the police on 5 November 2013 last.
6 November 2012. Jamat Sibir cadre stricked randomly after attacking on-duty police in zero point of Rajshahi Town.
After declaring judgment of trial of war criminal Delwar Hossain Sayeedy the terrorists of Jamat-Sibir drove panic and devastation all over the country from February 2013. 28 February They burnt outpost after attacking Bamandanga Police outpost of Sundarganj Upazilla of Gaibandha. They killed 4 police and two Awami League workers.
The Jamat-Sibir terrorists burnt motor cycle and striked police randomly after attacking suddenly on Police in Kakrail of the Capital.
Wrist of tow hands of PSI Makbul Hossain isolated at the bomb attack of Sibir cadre. He was victimized by attack of Sibir cadre in Ranibazar area of Rajshahi town on 31 March, 2013 last.
After declaration of death sentence to Sayeeda of Jamat in charge of war crime Jamal-Sibir drove jury in Chetteswari area from Kazir Deuri Square of Chittagong town evening on 28 February, 2013. They led crack down and set fire to vehicles, shops and business organization (1) when police came forward for the security of the people that area was turned into warfield by repeated attacks of the terrorists. Panic spread over (2) At the time of collision brick and stone and bullet were thrown targeting police. A Sibir cadre is seen in the picture opening arm (red circle).
The BNP-Jamat terrorists opened grenade targeting police in Santinagar of the Capitol during strike on 2 March, 2013 there is a non-explored hand grenade seen in the picture.

Sudden attack in Police van in the Capitol.

A Jamat cadre is throwing brick in a armed carrier of Police in Jatrabari in the Capitol.
17 September 2013: Right after announcement of the death sentence for Abdul Quadir Molla, a war criminal of 1971 the BNP-Jamaat miscreants set fire to a police van standing on Jubilee Road, Chittagong.
Colleagues stand in despair around the dead body who succumbed to death attacked by the BNP-Jamaat miscreants in Harinakundu of Jhenaidaha.
22 February 2013: Many constables of the police on duty were injured while on duty near the Baltul Muquarram area of the capital when attacked by the miscreants of the BNP-Jamaat combined.

The miscreants of BNP-Jamaat launched an attack on the police force with sharp weapons.
A constable of the police was totally injured when Helazate Islam activists attacked him in Siddhirganj of Naryanganj. Later he succumbed to death in the hospital.
28 November 2013: Miscreants hurled a homemade handbomb targeting a constable of the police on front of BNP office at Naya Pallon during blockade called BNP-Jamaat combined.
The terrorists are throwing brick and stone targeting police from the gathering of 18-alliance party under the leadership of BNP in Nayapaltan of the Capital on 11 March, 2013.
দিশাহীন জামায়াতের নাশকতা
ঢাকায় পুলিশের সঙ্গে সংঘর্ষ
গাড়ি ভাঙ্গার, গুলি, ককটেল
বিয়োরণ
পুলিশসহ গুলিবিদ্ধ ১৫, গ্রেপ্তার ৭৩

নিজস্ব প্রতিবেদন
মাত্র কারিন আগেই কর্তব্যবর্ত
পুলিশের হাতে রক্ষণাবাহক ঢোক দিয়ে
সৌহাদা দেখায় জামায়াত-শিবির
কমিটি। তাদের সেই হাত ফুলের বদলে
বাকুল নিয়ে পতকাল মঞ্জলার
পোশাকে পড়ে পুলিশের প্রতি। ফিরে
যায় পূর্বে চেহারায়। পতকাল দুপুরের
পাহাড়ের প্রজ্ঞ চতুরে যখন
মুসলিমদের ফার্সিয়ার দাবি লাভ করে
কে ধর্মের হস্তিন ঢোক, যেমন সেই মুখোকের
রাজহানীর মতিবিদ্ধ ও কাওয়ানবাজার
এলাকায় ব্যাপক তাওয়ার
জামায়াত-শিবিরের শাসক
কাফিরার। সংঘর্ষকালে পুলিশের হয়ে
পুলিশের এক সহকারী কমিশনারসহ
অন্তত ১৫ জন অহত হন। তাদের
কাফিরার।
বোমায় কবর্জি গেল পুলিশের

পুলিশের ওপর শিবিরের হামলা
রাজশাহীতে ছয় পুলিশকর্মী আহত ৩২ জন
পুড়ছে বাংলাদেশ

মিহে না জামায়াত-শিবির। মাঠ বিএনপিও। বেসামাল পুলিশ। নিহত ৬। আহত শতাধিক।
পুলিশের শরীরে শিবিরি তাণ্ডব

- হেলমেট ও ইটে মাথা মেলালে দিল আরেক এসতাইয়ের
- বিভিন্ন স্থানে বাঁচাই, আওন

কলিকাতার একটি পুলিশ কেন্দ্রে পুলিশরা একটি শিবিরি প্রতিবেশী পাবলিসিয়ারদের একজন বাসিন্দার এবং তার প্রায় এক শিবিরির দল এর এক শিবিরির পাবলিসিয়ারদের একজন বাসিন্দাকে ক্ষতিগ্রস্থ করে। এরপর একজন শিবিরির পাবলিসিয়ার একটি শিবিরি প্রতিবেশীর মুখে হাত দিয়ে প্রতিবেশীর কাছে পাড়ালে ক্ষতি করে। এসতাইয়ের পাবলিসিয়ারদের কাছে পুলিশরা একটি শিবিরি প্রতিবেশীর মুখে হাত দিয়ে প্রতিবেশী ক্ষতি করে।

রামপুরের পুলিশ কর্মকর্তা জাহাঙ্গীর গ্রামে মাথা মেলালে দেয়া শিবিরির সহায়তা (ওপরে), পিঠে ও হেলমেট কেডে দেয়া পুলিশ (নিচে বায়ে), মাটিতে পড়ে গেলে তার ওপর লাফিয়ে ওঠে এক কাওয়ার।
Dreams of Millions of Children Burnt to Ashes
Defying bitter wintry morning, children in many rural areas came to school with new books in their hands. But what they saw in place of their school had been horrific. Their schools were burnt to ashes. Instead of attending classes, they ran helter-skelter. Their blank eyes search for answers. Many of them burst into tears seeing such a scene. The chairs and tables, benches and everything became charred coal. Corrugated fins were blackened and curved.

That is how dreams of millions of children were burnt and then faded away.

In a planned way, some 568 schools, colleges and madrassas were set on fire using petrol or kerosene by terrorists of BNP-Jamaat alliance. Of these, there were 443 primary schools, 87 high schools, 26 madrassas and 12 colleges in 32 districts. The buildings and everything inside from chair-table to benches were burnt. Thousands of books and school documents were gutted.

A natural question may come from any conscious mind: why educational institutions were targeted? Why such a devastation to destroy the education system?

Education is considered as the backbone of a nation. If that backbone is hit and broken, the nation will be crippled and destroyed subsequently. In the war of liberation in 1971, the Pakistani military had destroyed the education system. With their well-organized execution of intellectuals, the aim was nothing but to make Bangladesh subservient. Such evil plan still continues.

As part of that evil design, the BNP-Jamaat alliance has attacked the education system of the country so that Bangladesh becomes a failed and ineffective state. Children of this country had to suffer a lot for their misdeeds and their education was not spared.
The fire of BNP-Jamayat affects the Education institute

When BNP Chairperson Khaleda Zia called for avoiding 10th National election, on the previous day of election 4th January 2014 around 111 school, college and madrasa was fired. In 32 district of country BNP-Jamayat terrorists did the act with planning.

The East Chandrapur Gozaria Adarsha Academy was burnt on 3rd January 2014 to stop the 10th National election of Feni as it was selected as vote center. All the furniture and books of student were burnt then.
This is a school. The 18 party coalition of BNP burnt the school. They have burnt the Koladipara Adarsha High School of Bagha-Charghat area of Rajshahi on 4th January 2014.
The children are speechless when they arrived at school. The school was burnt to ground by the BNP-Jamayat Cadres on 4th January 2014 at night.
All the furniture are burnt to ash. To stop the election on 5th January 2014 BNP-Jamayat burned the Mamundia Government Primary School, of Kolchandpur, Jhinaidah district to stop the national election.
The children are moving around the burnt tin shed of school. They were supposed to sit there for class with books. The BNP-Jamayat Cadres have burned the Gozaria Adarsha Academy and other five school of Feni, Daganbhui Upazilla on 2nd January night. On 5th January this school was supposed to be a vote center of National Election.
The scene of a fired classroom of Borail Government Primary School at Sadar Upazila in Dinajpur. The cadres of BNP-Jamat made fire in this school.

The terrors made fire in this school at Solikupai in Jiridha in the name of defending the election.
Primary school books are burned to ashes. After declaration of the case of Jamayat leader and War criminal Delwar Hossain Sayidi the local Jamayat-Shibir terrorists burned the Bashkhali, Chittagong Upazila Education office where all these books were kept.
Academic Institution on fire of BNP-Jamaat's anger. To thwart voting, the terrorists went amuck at Khudro Brahminbaria Govt. Primary School vote center.
17 September 2013 Jammat-Shibir leaders and activists brought out a demonstration procession at Jubilee Road, Chittagong after death sentence of Kader Molla in the case of anti-humanity offence of seventy one was made public. This time they vandalized vehicles and exploded cocktails and also set fire to a police van and a private car. Seeing this dreadful and destructive affair, a child back from school got panicked. Will this child be able to overcome this fear?
School has been burnt by the terrorist activates of BNP-Jamat. It is being taught to the small students under the open sky.
Date line: 4 January 2014, A national flag caught fire when BNP-Jamaat activists set fire to the vote center at Borail Govt Primary School in Dinajpur upazila.
The Umarpur Sultana Memorial Girl's School was thoroughly vandalized by the miscreants of BNP-Jamaat combined.

Fire was set to Maddhya Pathkata Registered Primary School in Barguna. Photograph of burnt furniture.
'This is not my school'

The child have cast a steadfast look at the utterly routed school with an indifferent mind. He became dumb-founded being at school in the new year thinking where are his dear school, where is the new class, new classroom. All are messed up. BNP-Jamaat terrorists utterly destroyed Palashbari Bisharmbari Govt Primary School in Gaibandha.
BNP-Jamat miscreants set fire to the Akkilpur Government Primary School in Rangpur. Students stand grief with burnt book held out
Mass Media Not Spared
Since the media talk about free thinking, war of liberation, trial of war crimes, secularism and non-communism, human rights, fundamentalism and conservatism, the media became a target of BNP-Jamaat alliance’s planned terrorism.

When journalists of different media outlets went to cover the Hefajat-e-Islam demonstration at Shapla Chattar in Motijheel, Dhaka on May 5, 2013, the journalists were targeted and they fell prey to the wrath. The hooligans took position in and around the National Press Club with processions and hurled abusive words at journalists. After the Juhur prayer during midday, planned attacks were carried out on journalists. In their attack, Hefajat activists injured at least 10 journalists and the female journalists faced their bitter animosity.

The terrorists of BNP-Jamaat-Hefajat toughed up a reporter and a cameraman of Ekattor Television channel accusing them of distorting facts. They alleged that the television channel downplayed their gathering and tried to show that presence was thin at the rally. Four other journalists working for online media bdnews24.com were also beaten by the Hefajat mob.

At Purana Paltan area, leaders and workers of Hefajat-e-Islam severely beat Ekushey Television reporter Nadia Shamin Jhumu and termed her an atheist. They chased her quite a long way from Paltan to Bijoynagar area and pushed her on the street couple times. The female journalist was kicked and punched while some of them tore her dress. As a cameraman of the same television channel tried to save her, he was injured as well.

A photographer of the Daily Ittefaq, twenty-five year old Sujan, Foizul Siddiqui of bdnews24.com and freelance photographer Nazmul Islam were termed as broker and atheist by the cadres of BNP-Jamaat-Hefajat and they were beaten mercilessly. Two other journalists of a television channel were injured as they tried to save them.

Journalists of different media outlets came under attack from BNP-Jamaat cadres in different parts of the country as they went to cover the 10th general election on January 5 this year. In the post-election period, the journalists became their target especially in Shatkhira, Shitakunda, Noakhali, Fermi, Laxmirpur, Jessore, Bogra and many other areas.

The Jamaat cadres chopped Yarab Hossain who was the joint secretary of Shatkhira Press Club on November 30, 2013. The attackers used iron rod and sharp knife to smash his head while his left leg and both the hands were fractured.
এর আরেক নভেম্বর হত্যার চলাচলে চট্টগ্রামে কর্তব্যের মূল সাংবাদিকদের ওপর হতাশা ছড়িয়ে বিদ্রোহ করা হয়েছিল। আহ্বাদ হল চলাচলের কাজের উপর শাসক ও পেশ বিচারের নেতা, আসামুলহার। এর আগের দিন নবীর আহমেদ এলাকায় সকালের ফটো-সাংবাদিক নেতা, রাজাদের মূল হাঙ্কাল করে পিপল করিয়ে দিয়েছিলেন।

২২ নভেম্বরের বাংলাদেশিরা আলাদাভাবী এলাকায় সুরন নামাজের পর সাংবাদিকদের ওপর হাঙ্কাল করে হানাতি-শিক্ষা, হাঙ্কাল হয়ে জন সাংবাদিক প্রতিদিন হয়।

এ রূপক সারা দেশেই সাংবাদিকরা কিংবা চট্টগ্রাম হেফজোলতে রোপধারির পিকার হয়েছিল। শুধু হাঙ্কাল করিয়ে খেলে বার্নের দাঁড়িয়ে, বাড়ি নিয়ে সংবাদপত্র পরিচ্ছন্ন ও নিউজপত্রে। জুলাইয়ে নিয়ে রংপুর সংবাদপত্রসমূহ পাড়ি। কেবল আকার পাড়ি যায় বাসিয়ে হয় নিয়ে সুরহোরের পক্ষের পরিকল্পনা।

২৮ নভেম্বরের সবাইরাই একটি পাড়ি রোপধারী যাওয়ার পথে দুই জেলার মানবিক এলাকায় হত্যাকাণ্ড অন্ধকার জটিল পরিস্থিতিতে আরও এক দিন কিংবা জাতীয়। কিডন্যাপ পর একই পথে চট্টগ্রামের তৈরি প্রথম অল্প ও কেবল সুরিন স্তরের পাড়ির দৃশ্যের উপর ছবি সুতরাংএ এই ঘটনার পিকার হয়। এরকম অন্যান্য সংবাদপত্র পক্ষে হাঙ্কাল হয়ে গেছে বিএফএন-রাজাদের।

সরাসরি উপর কিংবা-জামাতের সিদ্ধ এক আহ্বাদ হয়।

কেন সাংবাদিকদের উপর এই হাঙ্কাল হয় না?

কারণ, তার মূল পাগলালকে ভয় পায়। তালকুনির বন্ধু বাংলার কিংবা-জামাতের নীলকান্ত রান্তনান্দ বড় সাখা এই মূল পাগলালকে।

Earlier, BNP workers hurled handmade bombs on two on-duty journalists in Chittagong during a hartal on November 5. The incident left these two journalists—TV cameraman of Channel 1 Shamsul Alam Babu and Md Hasanullah of Desh TV. Just a day before, photographer of the daily Samakal, Mohammad Rashed was attacked by Shibir cadres at Oxygen area in the port city of Chittagong. He was seriously injured.

Jamaat-Shibir cadres also swooped on journalists on February 22 after the Jumma prayer leaving six journalists injured.

This is how the journalists were targeted and came under attack of BNP-Jamaat-Shibir-Hefajat gang across the country. Not only physical assault, newspaper transport and distribution were also targeted and damaged. In some places, vehicles of newspapers supporting the pro-liberation spirit were halted and the newspapers were set on fire.

In one such incident on February 28, the BNP-Jamaat men halted a vehicle which was carrying some national dailies including the daily Ittefaq. All the newspapers of the vehicle were burnt. Later on, another vehicle carrying the daily Prothom Alo and the Daily Star newspapers faced similar fate at Somiramnushirhat of Shombag area. Hundreds of other similar heinous incidents took place during that period across the country.

Why such acrimonious attitude towards the media from the part of BNP-Jamaat alliance? Why such atrocious attack?

It is because they are afraid of free media. Free and open media are a major obstacle for BNP-Jamaat alliance in the way of turning Bangladesh into a Taliban-style state.
Dateline 22 February 2013: A number of Islamic organizations including Bangladesh Khilafat Majlis joint out a procession from the Baitul Muqaram mosque of the Jumma prayer. Journalists around were attacked by the processionists.
A camera crew of ATN Bangla, a private television channel, was brutally beaten up by Jamaat-Shibie activists hiding among the garb of Islamic organization.
Journalist brutally beaten in the north gate of Baitul Mukarram.
1. An attack on police by BNP-Jamaat terrorists from procession coming out of Ballut Mokarram Mosque whereupon the police lathicharged, hurled tear gas and blank shots. Rounds of clash turned neighboring area virtually into a battle field. At this time, a photojournalist was injured on the ground being severely injured on attack of terrorists.

Colleagues of severely injured photojournalist coming forward to rescue the latter and taking to safer place.
Colleagues carry a journalist to hospital severely injured from attack by BNP-Jamaat miscreants.

A journalist working for a private TV channel received serious head injury.
A Hefazat activist crazy with stick aiming at a media worker. They came to Dhaka on 6 April 2013 equipped with fire arms and bombs in additions to lathi
In the day of meeting of Hefajat on 5 May 2013 at Motijheel the leaders and activists of this association invaded onto the journalists in front of the Press Club.
Female journalist under attack

During the grand assembly at Dhaka on 4 April, Hefazat men attacked in public and seriously beat Nadia Sharmin, a female journalist of Ekushe TV on the plea that a female journalist should not be in a male assembly. 3 more female journalists came under assault on that day of Hefazat assembly.
After mayhem in the capital from gathering at Motijheel, the security forces compel Hefazat activists to leave Dhaka. 6 May, 2014. BNP-Jamaat terrorists under cover of Hefazat locked in a clash with the police at Siddhirganj, Narayanganj. They set fire to a Channel 1 vehicle while collecting news at Dhaka-Chitlaong highway.
22 February, 2013, BNP-Jammat assaulting media activists in front of Baitul Mokarram.
6 April, 2013. Assembly of Kawmi Madrasha based organization Hefazat Islam. Because of making their mischievous activities known to public, they are throwing shoes at media activists. From this assembly, they raised demand for hanging of bloggers, notorious blasphemy act, extinction of women's freedom. The crazy Hefazat activists fell upon the media activists who came to discharge professional duties and assaulted three female journalists.
A private channel's car is seen burning in the capital.

18 March, 2013. On the first day of BNP-Jammat convened two day’s hartal, a pick-up van was set ablaze by pickets from a procession of Swecchasebok Dai of Sabujbag police station in the capital.

6 November 2013. In protest of attack on journalist, photojournalists observed an abstention from work in front of Chittagong press club.
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BNP-Jamaat-Hefajat: Enemy of Women
Outstanding contributions of the women in Bangladesh’s economic and social progress are immense. The women here are no longer lagging behind in any aspect of development of the society. They were always at the forefront of each and every progressive movements of this country. Since the time of language movement, they contributed actively and participated in all the democratic movements. During the war of liberation they made supreme sacrifice and up until the recent trial of war crimes, their voice has been strong enough as they came forward with the demand of capital punishment for war crimes.

As a result of their valiant role, the women folks have been targeted by the BNP-Jamaat alliance. The alliance was quick in realizing the fact that the women folks must be restrained and kept inside the house in order to turn Bangladesh into a Taliban-style state. With active patronization of the BNP-Jamaat alliance, Hejajat-e-Islam declared their 13-point demand. Their charter of demands was nothing but a part of blueprint to restrict the women of this country within the boundary of their homes.

Hejajat-e-Islam staged one after another rallies with support and participation of BNP-Jamaat men and declared fatwa that women must not work in offices. They also embargoed work of women in garment factories.

The Hejajat-e-Islam said that women should not go out of their houses and they must confine themselves within their own boundary inside their houses. They also propagated that girls do not need to study beyond class IV/V and they must not use mobile phones.

Not only declaring such fatwa, the terrorists of BNP-Jamaat alliance attacked women and tried to burn them to death. Women working for various media outlets were targeted and came under their attack. In Kanshat of Chapainawabganj, they attacked and chopped a female leader of Awami League. In Dhaka, petrol bomb was hurled at a female bank officer. Across the country, women of religious minority groups were targeted by them and were repressed on different occasion.

Fatwa by Hejajat-e-Islam against the women in one hand and barbaric attack on them by the BNP-Jamaat alliance all these were aimed at restricting the women of the country and taking Bangladesh to a medieval dark age.
The BNP-Jamaat combine intended to confine womenfolk to boundaries of home. Their objective was to introduce a Taliban regime in Bangladesh by utilizing Hefajat-e-Islam.
BNP-Jamat group conducted a brutal incident of huge bombing and fire setting hindering the tenth National Parliament Election over the country. On last 3 January their terrorist blazed a bus throwing petrol bomb in a passenger bus at Paribag in the capital. Severely injured bus driver Bokul Miah (left on above) passenger fruit trader Farid Miah (on right) and (below) passenger Shahina Akter were admitted to Burn Unit of Dhaka Medical. Though other two persons escape for life Shahina cannot escape. Her dead body was came out from hospital.
On 28 March, 2013 during strike in Chittagong the cocktail, thrown by picker of BNP-Jammat alliance, blasted in the eye of Antu, a student of class nine, on the way to coaching class with her mother. Antu is seen in the inset under treatment in Chittagong medical College Hospital.

Antu, a student of class nine of Chittagong was going to coaching class with mother. BNP-Jammat alliance called strike in the town on 28 March. The tear gas in their stick show, Antu got serious hurt in her eye. She was admitted in Chittagong hospital. Knowing the fact the prime minister Sheikh Hasina felt very sad. She took herself the responsibility of the treatment of Antu. She was taken in shock quickly. On 10th April Antu met going to the office of the Prime Minister with her mother. The Prime Minister handed over cheque of grant to her family.
Rabeya Sultana, Master's final year student of political science department of Eden Girls' College, was on 12 November 2013 returning back home by a bus to join a school at Nimalkasari area under Narayanganj, her birth place. On her way back, she was fire-burnt along with 9 other passengers at the capital's Motuall which left 11 percent of her body burnt along with two hands and face.
Last several months of 2013, the Burn Unit of Dhaka Medical College was overwhelmed by the number of casualties being brought in from the blasts in the city. The Prime Minister, Sheikh Hasina, visited the unit to meet with the injured and the families of the victims. The unit was operating at full capacity with a shortage of beds and medical equipment. The Prime Minister promised to increase the number of medical personnel and provide more facilities to the unit.

On 1 December, while the Prime Minister was visiting the unit, a bomb was thrown at the prime minister's motorcade. The bomb was defused and no one was injured. The Prime Minister was unharmed and returned to the unit to continue her visit. The Prime Minister reiterated her commitment to the people of Bangladesh and her determination to fight against terrorism and violence in the country. She called on the people of Bangladesh to support the efforts of the government in maintaining peace and security.
Husband Mehedi Hasan is in life-in-death in the bed of Burn Unit. Near to him his wife and child spent a sleep night. Mehedi Hasan died failing all effort of the doctor remaining in the state of life-in-death condition. He was only the earning member of his family. His wife fell down in scalding scream losing his husband. The child in lap seeing the crying of its mother with dumb vision. This innocent child do not know what it had lost.
হরতালে দগ্ধ নাসিমার আর গার্মেন্টসে যাওয়া হল না।

- সোহেল রেজা
সিথির সিদুর মুছে গেল সঞ্জু রানীর
Destruction of Greenery
Environment, climate, global warming are all major challenges the world is facing today. Imbalance of environment, climate change and global warming are affecting Bangladesh adversely. In the southern part of the country due to sea level rise Bangladesh is facing the challenge of salinity intrusion. In the northern belt of the country desertification is taking place. Bangladesh has been experiencing a changed weather pattern and the usual characteristics of the environment are changing very fast. Raining pattern has changed while odd behavior of the climate has been frequent. Indeed Bangladesh is at the forefront of all the threat of climate change adverse impacts of climate change on country's main economic activity agriculture and public life has been huge.

According to environment experts, a country must have at least 25 percent of its total area covered with forest. Once famous for its forestry, Bangladesh now has been changed entirely. Forest areas are now about 15% of the total areas of the country. Increasing population made tremendous pressure on the forestry as trees were cut for constructing houses, roads, industries, various types of infrastructure and energy supply. As a result natural forest has shrunk.

When the country has been trying hard to overcome such loss of forestry, the countrymen were stunned to witness the flame of revenge of the BNP-Jamaat alliance. In the name of movement, thousands of trees were cut and uprooted.

Even in capital Dhaka, their barbaric acts axing many large trees and uprooting tender ones in Motijheel, Bijoynagar, Gulshan and adjacent areas of Dhaka on May 5, 2013 astonished the people. They used electric axe and uprooted many small trees in these areas on a single day.

Outside the capital, thousands of trees were cut to stage-blockade on highways across the country. The plan of the BNP-Jamaat was to snap the transport communication but the trees fell prey to their wrath.

Most of the trees were cut from Cox's Bazar to Chittagong highway and from Noakhali to Chandpur. More than 20,000 trees of these areas were axed.

According to an estimate, the BNP-Jamaat alliance in 2013 axed more than 60,000 trees, which would worth Tk 60 crore. However, the environmental costs would have been much higher than the estimated price of the trees. Environmental experts suggest, such horrific spate of axing trees have caused environmental economic loss of Tk 10,000 crore.

When Bangladesh was searching for way-out to avert environmental degradation and catastrophe, thousands of trees were cut in the name of movement. This horrendous act of insanity proves what the BNP-Jamaat unholy alliance wants.
Islam does not permit anybody to cut trees for nothing or without necessity. Men can consume fruits at will. Even can afford livelihood after cutting back trees. But Islam does not permit anybody for cutting trees without necessity. Whereas Hefazat-e-Islam started great festival of destroying trees in the capital Dhaka on 5th May, 2013 in the name of protecting Islam. The known place was made unknown at their ferocity with in intervening of one night. From in front of Pilolum of Paltan Square upto Bijaynagar Square more than hundred of small-medium and large trees were cut down, among which there were also old trees. Those trees were main attraction of busy Paltan-Motijheel area. In the fury of BNP-Jamat conspirators the response of that lives was as of the capital has lost.
Hefazat-e-Islam has driven fury in Motijheel area in the name of protection of Islam. The workers of Hefazat was involved with police in 5th May evening after cutting trees and making blockade the road and setting fire. There were trees of 15 years old. Those were cut down by saw. Many small trees were uprooted. Jamat-Sibir are the conspirators of driving this fury upon the nature. After the judgement of death sentence of Delwar Hossain Sayeedy, Nayeb-e-Amir of Jamat. In charge of war crime, the Jamat-Sibir workers drove fury in such a way in different places of the country after cutting trees mercilessly and making blockade the road, the Hefazat workers were followed that system.
Islam does not support the cutting of trees for nothing, so it has given very importance for plantation. The loving Prophet Hazrat Mohammad (S) has planted and cared in his own hand. As per Hadil, "if anybody plants a tree then that tree will live for so many days and men and other animal will enjoy its fruit or enjoy benefit, 'sawab' will have been planter. Whereas the gist of Islam did not enter in the mind of hypocritically upholding of religious men. Hefazat-e-Islam was frenzy in the devastation of green in the capital after collecting people from all over the country with the co-operation of BNP-Jamat conspirators.
The trees are continued to protect the world after consuming carbon of the world being high temperature. The trees care the touch of green smoothness amidst the roughness of our mechanical civilization. The tree gives men shadow and cool air in the pact of brick and stone of the city. The terrorists of BNP-Jamat raided in the limited green square of the capital centering the great gathering of Hefazat in 'Shapla Square'of Motijheel on 5th May, 2013. The residents of capital became perplexed after seeing that cruelty in the next day.
The tree has also life, knowing that also the terrorists of BNP-Jamaat felt no hesitation for killing thousand of such alive lives mercilessly to gain political interest. The scene of Bijaynagar the following day of fury of Hefazat in the capital 5th May, 2013.

The Hefazat workers has cut down and uprooted large-small such innumerable trees planted in the middle to Bijaynagar of the capital.
In the month of November in the guise of political Program at the time of blockade called by the BNP-Jamiat at least 160 trees put an end to their lives at various Roads Highways of Pabna. These trees were planted under the supervision of Roads and Highways Department, District Parishad and various Departments. Besides, there were trees under social afforestation. It is the demand of the Forest Department that out of these trees the cut trees lying fallen on the street are Mehogoni, Koral, Mango and Jackfruit whose approximate market price is about one crore taka. The day laborers of the village took care of these and it was supposed to be divided the fruits and production of these amongst them. After a specified time had the trees been sold out they would have got the shares of these trees. The margin has been deprived because of such cutting of the BNP-Jamiat in the name of politics. This is why the poor people of the village have been directly caused harm of the environment because of the jeopardy of the environment on long term. In the picture on the 1st day of 72 hours blockade of the 18 party, the killed trees by the terrorists at the Irafabad Area of Pabna-Dhaka Highways.
During the continuation of the blockade and Hartal, at the Laxmipur District, having been the victims of the cruelty of Jamat-Shibir and BNP workers from the month of February to December of the year 2013, about 4 thousands trees saving the environment and lives, were cut. On 30th December as the witnesses of such cruelty, there were the incidence of cutting hundreds of trees at Mandari of Raipur Chormulini Road, Gaksin, Dalal Bazar, Itapool, Rakhalia Basbari, Raipur, Chowdhury Bazar of Laxmipur, Ramganj Road, Panpara and road, Dksin Tanuiani of Laxmibazar-Ramganj area. At darkness of night, the terrorists of BNP-Jamat having cut most of the trees and fell those on the road. Later, the police and the employees of forest department, rushing to the spot cut those and took away. Such a tree lying fallen on the road, is being taken away by cutting it by a labor.
One of new three policies of cruelty of Jamat is cutting of trees. Till date they have cut down more than 60 thousand trees all over the country. Among those there were more than 20 thousand trees of only forest departments. Jamat-Sibir has destroyed this shadow in the name of road blockade. With these 20 thousand trees more creepers and herbs of almost lac of trees and branches of big trees were cut down. As per financial account damages have been caused for taka 20 crores. That the lost has made as a result of cutting these trees of different sizes it will take from 20 to 30 years to fill up that. As a result of cutting down trees all over the country two types of loss financial and environment of the country has lost. In the country the effect of climate change has increase in the country. In this the numbers of cyclone, tidal bore and tornado have increased. In this fury of destroying green special type of mechanical saw has been used. This kind saw made in China which are portable in hand and able to cut tree quickly entered in Bangladesh through Rohinga. For making blockade road Jamat-Sibir collected huge number of such saws before talking the planning of cutting large number of trees.
Satkhira-Jessore highway Jamaat strike down the trees and electric poles in the siege. Thousands of people suffer to fall. Trees behind the scene to create block ramacandrapurera highway.
18 September, 2013, the terrorists of Jamat-Shibir make blockade by putting wooden logs three streets of Meherpur Sadar Upazilla for three hours to celebrate Hartal.

11th December 2013, Rupdia at Jessore Sador Upazilla, the terrorists of BNP-Jamat by cutting hundreds of the trees and putting those on the road at areas of some kilometres of Jessore-Khulna Highways.
4th March 2013: BNP-Jamaat saboteurs created obstruction on the Dhaka-Chittagong highway by laying down trees over one kilometer from Gomti to Elliotganj.
In support of a hartal called by the Jamaat-e-Islami, miscreants felled down roadside trees and created obstruction to thwart movement of vehicles.

Shibir activists created obstruction on the roads by laying down trees in the Mahishalbari area of Godagari in Rajshahi district.
In Satkania of Chittagong district, the Jamaat Shibir activists felled road-side trees and created obstruction on the Chittagong-Cox's Bazaar highway near Hoseni Dokan area.

The members of the law enforcing agencies are removing lots of trees from the Cox's Bazaar-Teknaf highway near Hijalla.
The clutches of retaliation of Jamat-Shibir have fallen upon the Chunti Avoaranya too of Chittagong awarded equitor prizes by the United Nations Organizations for preservation of Biological Diversity in the year 2010. On 12th December of the year 2013, at the time of enforceability of Jamat leader Kader Mollah hanging to death, a mother Garjan tree aged one hundred and fifty years was killed.
Appendix
Resolution on EU Parliament against BNP-Jamat

BNP-Jamat has driven sabotage in planned way following the election of national parliament of 2014 AD for destructing economy. And in this planned sabotage more than one lac crore taka has lost of the country which is about half of a national budget of Bangladesh. By this amount of loss at least four bridge like Padma can be made.

In planned sabotage so much extreme loss of economy of the country was never happened in the history of Bangladesh. To cripple the economy of the country those sectors are just needed to destroy. BNP-Jamat part has just driven devastation those sectors.

On behalf of FBCCI, the apex body of businessmen, a picture of destruction has filled up. It has been opined thereon not only financial loss of the country was happened in despondent strike and blockade rather the prosperity of economy has damaged to a large extent. As a result, the volume of indirect loss is not also less.
ক্ষুদ্র আকারের বিষয় পরিশোধ প্রক্রিয়ায়:

পূর্ববর্তী প্রক্রিয়ার প্রথম দিকে ব্যাপক সাধারণ নির্দেশের কেন্দ্র করা দৃশ্য সমাহরণ ও সর্বক্ষণ, ক্ষুদ্র ও সাংস্কৃতিক সংখ্যান নির্দেশ। একটি বাংলাদেশের অন্তর্গত ভারতীয় ব্যবস্থার কর্তব্য বিশেষ বিষয়ে নিম্নলিখিত উপাদান প্রদান করেছে। এই ক্ষেত্রে, বিষয়বস্তু বিশেষতা বাংলাদেশের কর্তব্য বিষয়ে নিম্নলিখিত উপাদান প্রদান করেছে।

এই প্রক্রিয়ার দৃষ্টিতে, বিশ্বব্যাপী আন্তঃবাণিজ্য আগ্রহ বাংলাদেশ ও ভারতের দুই দিকে সম্পূর্ণভাবে দূরূপ করার প্রচেষ্টা করা উচিত বলে প্রতিষ্ঠান আবার অন্যটি চাহিদা। এটি দুই দিকের কর্তব্য বিশেষতা এবং নিম্নলিখিত উপাদান প্রদান করেছে।

ফুলপ্রস্তাবের বিষয়ের জন্য গঠিত আকারগত আদালতের কর্তব্য সম্পর্কে কথা হল বাংলাদেশের আকারগত অপরাধ ট্রাইবুজন একটি উপাদান প্রদান করার। একটি সদা ট্রাইগ্রামের সাহায্যে নির্দেশ দেখানো আবার অন্যটি চাহিদা। এটি বাংলাদেশের কর্তব্য বিশেষতা এবং নিম্নলিখিত উপাদান প্রদান করার।

ইউরোপীয় ইউনিয়নের এই ১১ দিন প্রবন্ধকে ইউরোপীয় ইউনিয়নের প্রতি বাংলাদেশের হিস্টোরিয়াল জন্য ইউরোপীয় প্রতিষ্ঠানগত সর্বাধিক শ্রেষ্ঠপ্রাপ্ত করা করা হয়েছে।

*BNP-Jamal has driven sabotage in planned way following the election of national parliament of 2014 AD for destroying economy. And in this planned sabotage more than one lac crore taka has lost of the country which is about half of a national budget of Bangladesh. By this amount of loss at least four bridge like Padma can be made.*

In planned sabotage so much extreme loss of economy of the country was never happened in the history of Bangladesh. To cripple the economy of the country those sectors are just needed to destroy. BNP-Jamal pact has just driven devastation those sectors.

*On behalf of FBCCCI, the apex body of businessmen, a picture of destruction has lifted up; it has been opined thereon not only financial loss of the country was happened in despondent strike and blockade rather the prosperity of economy has damaged to a large extent. As a result, the volume of indirect loss is not also less.*

In the account of FBCCCI, strike and blockade have happened 62 days from January, 2013 upto December 21. As per accounts of FBCCCI, Dhaka Chamber and International Chamber the amount of loss in a day stands from 1 thousand 540 crore to 1 thousand 6 hundred crore taka. As per this accounts economical loss has made more than 1 lac crore taka in last one year in strike and blockade. But in the daily loss is more too. And in it overall economy is being viciously lost.

*The Research Agency Center for policy Dialogues (CPD)- from July, 2013 to January, 2014 within 180 days strike and blockade have occurred 55 days. In this 55 days the loss of four sectors of the country reach at 49 thousand crore taka at the tegrity of BNP-Jamal and which is 4.70 percent of total GDP of the country. Among it rail, road and navigation transport altogether loss reach at 16 thousand 688 crore taka. Agriculture based industry is lying in second position. The amount of loss in this head leads to 15 thousand 829 crore taka. Among this industry there are vegetable, agricultural equipment, poultry, frozen food and jute. Loss in the sector of garments and textile remaining in third position reaches at 13 thousand 750 crore taka and the amount of loss in tourism sector is 2 thousand 750 crore taka.*

*Other than that due to strike and blockade the supply chain has interrupted. Production, investment and employment have been hindered. But the advanced sector, rail of the government has gone to the most backward position in sabotage. In continuous political cruelty the rail sector has become inverted.*

*Side by side with strike and blockade program overall economical and commercial activities have been interrupted in ferocity all over the country. Being the supply of raw-materials postpone, production goes in ruin, import-export and service providing have also laid in threat. As a result uncertainty results in overall commercial and economical function of the country.*
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সাউথ এশিয়া টেরোরিজম পোর্টালের প্রতিবেদন
‘ছাত্রশিবির একটি জঙ্গি সংগঠন’

মিঠুন মাহফুজ ও সালমান তারক শাকিলের আন্তর্জাতিকভাবে ‘সম্পাদক সংগঠন’ হিসেবে উঠে এসেছে ইসলামী ছাত্রশিবিরের নাম। ইতোমধ্যেই ছাত্রশিবিরকে একটি সম্পাদক সংগঠন হিসেবে চিহ্নিত করেছে মুক্তরাষ্ট্রের অভ্যন্তরীণ নিরাপত্তা কর্তৃপক্ষ ইউএস ডিপার্টমেন্ট অব হোমল্যান্ড সিকিউরিটির একটি গবেষণামূলক সংস্থা। তাদের এমন ঘোষণার পর দেখা স্বপ্ন ছলেও বাংলাদেশের বাসিন্দাদের শীর্ষ সংগঠন এফিবিসিসিসি ইসলামী ছাত্রশিবিরকে ‘সম্পাদক সংগঠন’ উল্লেখ করে বিবৃতি দিয়েছে। একইভাবে দিল্লিকেড়িয়ার এরপর পৃষ্ঠা ৭, কলাম ৪।

রাজশাহীতে পুলিশের অন্য কোন নিয়ে পুলিশের ওপর শিবিরের হামলা ফাইল ফটো

একদলে জল্পনাতে ইসলামী ছাত্রশিবিরের কর্তৃক জল্পনাতে ইসলামী ছাত্রশিবিরের কর্তৃত্বে ছিল, এমন একই হুসিনাদার অপরূপ হয়েছে সংগঠনটি। নাশকাতির কারণে কারা শিবিরকে ‘সম্পাদক সংগঠন’ হিসেবে চিহ্নিত করেছে মুক্তরাষ্ট্রের অভ্যন্তরীণ নিরাপত্তা কর্তৃপক্ষ।

Jammat-e-Islami's students wing Islami Chhatra Shibir has been playing the same role they played in seventy one. The USA's internal security authority has identified Shibir as a terrorist organization for its being engaged in destructive activities.
Shibir third terrorist organisation in the world

BNP-Jamat has driven sabotage in planned way following the election of national parliament of 2014 AD for destructing economy. And in this planned sabotage more than one lac crore taka has lost of the country which is about half of a national budget of Bangladesh. By this amount of loss at least four bridge like Padma can be made.

In planned sabotage so much extreme loss of economy of the country was never happened in the history of Bangladesh. To cripple the economy of the country those sectors are just needed to destroy, BNP-Jamat pact has just drove devastation those sectors.

On behalf of FBCCI, the apex body of businessmen, a picture of destruction has lifted up. It has been opined thereon not only financial loss of the country was happened in despondent strike and blockade rather the prosperity of economy has damaged to a large extent. As a result, the volume of indirect loss is not also less.

In the account of FBCCI, strike and blockade have happened 62 days from January, 2013 up to December 21. As per accounts of FBCCI, Dhaka Chamber and International Chamber the amount of loss in a day stands from 1 thousand 540 crore to 1 thousand 6 hundred crore taka. As per this accounts economical loss has made more than 1 lac crore taka in last one year in strike and blockade. But in the daily loss is more too. And in all overall economy is being viciously loss.

The Research Agency Center for policy Dialogue (CPD): from July, 2013 to January, 2014 within 180 days strike and blockade have occurred 55 days. In this 55 days the loss of four sectors of the country reach at 49 thousand crore taka at the ferocity of BNP-Jamat and which is 4.70 percent of total GDP of the country. Among it: rail, road and navigation transport altogether loss reach at 16 thousand 688 crore taka. Agriculture based industry is lying in second position. The amount of loss in this head leads to 15 thousand 829 crore taka. Among this industry there are vegetable, agricultural equipment, poultry, frozen food and jute. Loss in the sector of garments and textile remaining in third position reaches at 13 thousand 750 crore taka and the amount of loss in tourism sector is 2 thousand 750 crore taka.

Other than that due to strike and blockade the supply chain has interrupted; Production, investment and employment have been hindered. But the advanced sector, role of the government has gone to the most backward position in sabotage. In continuous political cruelty the rail sector has become inverted. Side by side with strike and blockade program overall economical and communicational activities have been interrupted in ferocity all over the country. Being the supply of raw-materials...
১২ অক্টোবর থেকে ২০১০ সালে সম্পূর্ণ প্রায় ১৮ মাস ধরে পৌঁছেছে। আর বিস্তৃত দেশে একে স্বাভাবিক আকাশের প্রতিটি ভাগ অন্তত উল্লেখ করা হয় নি। ২০১১ সালে একটি মূল হালকার তৃতীয় অংশ অবশ্য অবস্থান করেছে বাংলাদেশের ইসলামী জাতীয় শাসন।

১২০০ সালে শিখিয়ার সরকারের বিদ্রোহী কাজের জন্য কর্মচারি প্রতিবাদ ও জাতীয় সরকার বিদ্রোহকে আহ্বান করে দেশের রাজধানী তামিলনাড়ু। তারা বিদ্রোহের সময় শাসন বিদ্রোহকে আহ্বান করে দেশের রাজধানী তামিলনাড়ু। বাণিজ্যিক ও গবেষণা প্রতিবাদ পূর্বের মাত্র বাণিজ্য শাসনের নেতৃত্ব করার প্রারম্ভ শাসন হল। বাণিজ্য ও গবেষণা প্রতিবাদ পূর্বের মাত্র বাণিজ্য শাসনের নেতৃত্ব করার প্রারম্ভ শাসন হল। শাসনের শিখিয়ার মৃত্যু ব্যবসায় শাসনের নেতৃত্ব করার প্রারম্ভ শাসন হল। ১২০০ সালের মধ্যে শিখিয়ার নেতৃত্ব করার প্রারম্ভ শাসন হল। এপ্সার প্রশাসনের মধ্যে গ্রাম প্রশাসনের উত্তরাধিকার বিষয়টি একটি বিষয়টি নিয়ে আসে এবং প্রায় শাসনের শিখিয়ার তামিলনাড়ু।

১২০০ সালের বিদ্রোহের জন্য শাসন বিদ্রোহী ব্যবসায়ীদের মুখ্য কাজের জন্য শাসন প্রতিবাদ ও জাতীয় সরকার বিদ্রোহকে আহ্বান করে। তারা বিদ্রোহের সময় শাসন বিদ্রোহকে আহ্বান করে। এই প্রতিবাদ ও জাতীয় সরকার বিদ্রোহকে আহ্বান করে।

১২০০ সালের বিদ্রোহের জন্য শাসন বিদ্রোহী ব্যবসায়ীদের মুখ্য কাজের জন্য শাসন প্রতিবাদ ও জাতীয় সরকার বিদ্রোহকে আহ্বান করে। এই প্রতিবাদ ও জাতীয় সরকার বিদ্রোহকে আহ্বান করে।
কালের কর্প্স
সন্ত্রাসে শিবির বিষ্ণের ভয়ংকরদেরও ছাড়াইয়ে

সন্ত্রাসী গোষ্ঠীর তালিকায় বিষ্ণের তৃতীয়

রবীন্দ্র খান

১৯৪৫ সালের ২৫ জুলাই নামতে জাতীয় সংঘের সমন্বয়ে ২৫ জুলাই সাধারণ নেতাদের সমন্বয়ে বিষ্ণের তৃতীয়

২০১৩ সালে এনের নির্দেশে ১৫২ জনের মৃত্যু, আহত ও সম্পর্কে ফটি প্রচুর

ওই তালিকা যত্নের নেতা মোহাম্মদ তালিকা শিক্ষাদির

বিধানসভায় জঙ্গী ও অন্যান্য হামলার তালিকায়, বিশেষ করে কমল আলেপুয়ের চৌয়া লাগিয়ে দেশগুলোর মধ্যে হামলার অন্যান্য ধরনের বিষয়ে কথা হচ্ছে।
শিবির বিশ্বে তৃতীয়
শীর্ষ সন্থাসী
সংগঠন

সব তথ্য প্রকাশ পেলে
শিবিরের অবস্থান
প্রথম হতো

2010 সালেও ইউএস ডিপার্টমেন্ট অব
হোমল্যান্ড সিকিউরিটি শিবিরকে
সন্থাসী সংগঠন হিসেবে চিহ্নিত করে